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MODULI OF HYBRID CURVES AND VARIATIONS OF CANONICAL
MEASURES
OMID AMINI AND NOEMA NICOLUSSI
Abstract. We introduce the moduli space of hybrid curves as the hybrid compactifi-
cation of the moduli space of curves thereby refining the one obtained by Deligne and
Mumford. As the main theorem of this paper we then show that the universal family
of canonically measured hybrid curves over this moduli space varies continuously.
On the way to achieve this, we present constructions and results which we hope
could be of independent interest. In particular, we introduce variants of hybrid spaces
which refine and combine both the ones considered by Berkovich, Boucksom and Jons-
son, and metrized complexes of varieties studied by Baker and the first named author.
Furthermore, we introduce canonical measures on hybrid curves which simultaneously
generalize the Arakelov-Bergman measure on Riemann surfaces, Zhang measure on
metric graphs, and Arakelov-Zhang measure on metrized curve complexes.
This paper is part of our attempt to understand the precise link between the Zhang
and Arakelov measures in families of Riemann surfaces, answering a question which
has been open since the pioneering work of Zhang on admissible pairing in the nineties.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study canonical measures on Riemann surfaces and their tropical and
hybrid limits.
Date: July 14, 2020.
To Maryam Mirzakhani, with admiration for her sense of beauty in mathematics.
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By canonical measure on a Riemann surface we mean the Arakelov-Bergman measure
µ
Ar
defined by the use of holomorphic one-forms. For a compact Riemann surface S of
positive genus g, this is the positive density measure of total mass g on S given by
µ
Ar
:“
i
2
gÿ
j“1
ωj ^ ω¯j ,
where ω1, . . . , ωg form an orthonormal basis for the space of holomorphic one-forms on
S, with respect to the hermitian inner product
xη1, η2y :“
i
2
ż
S
η1 ^ η¯2
for pairs of holomorphic one-forms η1, η2 on S.
Let Mg be the moduli space of curves of genus g and denote by M g its Deligne-
Mumford compactification, consisting of stable curves of genus g. The question we
address in this paper is the following:
Question 1.1. Consider a sequence of smooth compact Riemann surfaces S1, S2, . . . of
genus g such that the corresponding points s1, s2, . . . of Mg converge to a point in M g.
For each j, let µcanj be the canonical measure of Sj.
What is the limit of the sequence of measures µcan1 , µ
can
2 , . . . ?
Note that the measures µcan1 , µ
can
2 , . . . do not live on the same space, so the first problem
to handle consists in giving a precise mathematical meaning to the question. Moreover,
once this has been taken care off, the answer to the question appears to be sensitive to
the speed and direction of the convergence of the sequence.
Formalizing these points lead to the definition of hybrid curves and their moduli
spaces studied in this paper.
1.1. Hybrid curves. Suppose s8 is the limit of the sequence of points s1, s2, . . . , and
let S8 be the stable Riemann surface of genus g which corresponds to s8 in M g. Denote
by G “ pV,Eq the dual graph of S8. Recall that the vertices of G are in bijection with
the irreducible components of S8 and the edges are in bijection with the nodes (singular
points) of S8. These bijections are also compatible, meaning that for a node lying on
two components of S8, the vertices of the corresponding edge in G correspond to these
two components. Moreover, if we keep the information of the genera of components of
S8, we get a genus function g : V Ñ NYt0u, and the pair pG, gq is called a stable graph.
With the help of the stable dual graph, it will be possible to capture additional
information about the speed and direction of convergence of the sequence, in a way
relevant to the question of interest to us.
We can view the speed of convergence as a way to distinguish the relative order of
appearance of the singular points in the limit when the sequence S1, S2, . . . approach
the stable Riemann surface S8. This leads to an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq of
the edge set E, where π1 are the edges corresponding to the fastest appearing nodes, π2
are the ones which are fastest among the remaining nodes, and so on. We will call the
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ordered partition π a layering of the graph, the elements of π the layers, and the graph
G endowed with the layering a layered graph.
Given the layering, capturing the direction will now correspond to the choice of edge
length functions ℓ1 : π1 Ñ R`, . . . , ℓr : πr Ñ R`, each of them well-defined up to
multiplication by a positive scalar. Here and everywhere else, we denote by R` the set
of strictly positive real numbers.
We have now arrived naturally at the data underlying the definition of a hybrid curve:
‚ a stable curve S with stable dual graph G “ pV,E, gq and
‚ an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq of E, for some r P N, and
‚ an edge length function ℓ : E Ñ R`. Moreover, ℓ is well defined up to multiplying
its restrictions ℓj “ ℓ|πj
by arbitrary positive real numbers.
(Imposing
ř
ePπj
ℓjpeq “ 1 for each j “ 1, . . . , r leads to a unique choice of ℓ.)
Given the triple pS, ℓ, πq, we then define the associated hybrid curve C
hyb
as the
metrized complexMC from [AB15], obtained by themetric realization of pS, ℓq, enriched
with the data of the layering π on the edge set of MC .
We recall that MC is obtained by taking first the normalization rS of S, which is by
definition the disjoint union of the (normalization of the) irreducible components of S
(these are smooth compact Riemann surfaces), then taking an interval Ie of length ℓpeq
for each edge e P E, and finally gluing for each e the two extremities of Ie to the two
points in S˜ corresponding to the node in S associated with e.
It might be helpful to remark that we can view each metrized complex MC as a
hybrid curve C
hyb
endowed with the trivial layering. Here we mean the trivial ordered
partition consisting of a unique element π “ pEq. In this way, we see that hybrid curves
provide an enrichment of the category of metrized curve complexes.
1.2. Moduli space M
hyb
g of hybrid curves of genus g. In order to give a meaning
to Question 1.1, we will construct the moduli space M
hyb
g of hybrid curves of genus
g, which provides a compactification of Mg naturally lying over the Deligne-Mumford
compactification M g. In a sense, M
hyb
g provides a tropical refinement of M g and allows
to study problems involving both Archimedean and tropical non-Archimedean aspects
of Riemann surfaces and their families. The precise meaning of this will be explained in
our future work. The points in M
hyb
g correspond to hybrid limits of Riemann surfaces of
genus g and the topology reflects aspects which are both reminiscent of Euclidean and
Zariski topologies in M g. In some sense, in our construction we replace the point of
M g corresponding to a non-smooth stable Riemann surface S by infinitely many hybrid
points corresponding to the hybrid curves with S as their underlying stable Riemann
surface. We refer to Section 4.4 for more information on the construction.
The hybrid moduli space M
hyb
g naturally comes with the universal family of hybrid
curves of genus g
C
hyb
g Ñ M
hyb
g
whose fiber C
hyb
t
over any point t P M
hyb
g corresponds to the hybrid curve represented by
t in the moduli space. The universal family C
hyb
g inherits as well a natural topology which
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makes the projection map C
hyb
g Ñ M
hyb
g continuous. Moreover, we get the following
commutative diagram of continuous maps
C
hyb
g M
hyb
g
Cg M g
which shows the constructions are compatible with the classical picture.
1.3. Hybrid canonical measures. In order to identify all the possible limits in Ques-
tion 1.1, we will define a canonical measure on hybrid curves. These measures will
combine and generalize both Archimedean canonical measures associated to Riemann
surfaces and non-Archimedean measures on metric graphs, which arise naturally in non-
Archimedean Arakelov geometry, when working with analytification of curves over non-
Archimedean fields and their skeleta.
The canonical measure on a metric graph is the one introduced by Zhang in his
work on admissible pairing [Zha93], using harmonic analysis on metric graphs. Zhang’s
measure µ
Zh
is a positively weighted combination of Lebesgue measures on edges of the
metric graph, with weights carrying interesting information about the combinatorics of
the graph and its spanning trees, see Section 5 for the precise definition and several
equivalent formulations. Moreover, when it is viewed on the analytified curve, it carries
essential arithmetic geometric information [Zha93,Zha10,Cin11,Ami14,dJ19].
Consider now a hybrid curve C
hyb
defined as the metric realization of the pair pS, ℓq,
of a stable curve S and an edge-length function ℓ, endowed with an ordered partition
π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq on the edges of the dual graph G of S. We define the canonical measure
µcan on C
hyb
as the sum
µcan :“ µ
Ar
` µ1
Zh
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µr
Zh
,
where
(1) the measure µ
Ar
, the Archimedean part of the canonical measure, restricts to the
Arakelov-Bergman measure on each positive-genus component of S, regarded
inside C
hyb
, and has trivial support elsewhere;
(2) the measure µj
Zh
, the jth graded non-Archimedean part of the canonical measure,
has support in the union of the intervals Ie in C
hyb
for edges e P πj, and on
each such interval Ie, it has the same restriction as the Zhang’s measure of the
metric graph obtained by removing all the edges which appear in lower layers
π1, . . . , πj´1 and then contracting all the edges which appear in upper layers
πj`1, . . . , πr. (We call these graphs graded minors of the hybrid curve, appealing
to Robertson-Seymour theory of graph minors.)
Note that when C
hyb
corresponds to a smooth curve, then µcan “ µ
Ar
. Moreover, in the
case C
hyb
is a metrized curve complex MC endowed with the trivial ordered partition
π “ pEq, the measure µcan “ µ
Ar
` µ
Zh
is the corresponding Arakelov-Zhang measure
on the metrized complex MC , considered in [Ami14] as the measure underlying the
equidistribution of Weierstrass points on MC .
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1.4. Continuity of the canonical measures over the hybrid moduli space. The
main theorem of this paper can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.2. The universal family of canonically measured hybrid curves pC
hyb
g , µ
canq
form a continuous family of measured spaces over the hybrid moduli space M
hyb
g .
Continuity in the above statement is defined in a distributional sense. More precisely,
we mean that for any continuous function f : C
hyb
g Ñ R, the function F : M
hyb
g ÝÑ R
defined by integration along fibers
F ptq :“
ż
C
hyb
t
f|
C
hyb
t
dµcan
t
, t P M
hyb
g
is continuous on M
hyb
g . Here µ
can
t
denotes the canonical measure on the hybrid curve
C
hyb
t
, the fiber of C
hyb
g over the point t P M
hyb
g .
The universal hybrid curve plays thus the role of an englobing space, making it possible
to give a mathematical meaning to questions of the type stated in Question 1.1.
In particular, the above theorem provides an answer to Question 1.1. If the sequence
s1, s2, . . . converges in M
hyb
g to a point t corresponding to the hybrid curve C
hyb
t
, then the
canonical measures µcanj of Sj converge to the canonical measure of C
hyb
t
. The converse
is also true, and it follows from the fact that the hybrid moduli space M
hyb
g is a compact
Hausdorff space.
Notice that Theorem 1.2 also shows that the analog statement for the Deligne-
Mumford compactification M g fails, meaning that the canonical measure cannot be
extended continuously from the moduli space Mg to M g. More precisely, it is impos-
sible to define measures µcant on the singular Riemann surfaces corresponding to points
t P M gzMg such that the whole family pCg, µ
canq is continuous in the above weak sense.
Later on, in Sections 3 and 4, we will construct a tower of hybrid spaces M
hybprq
g inter-
polating between M g and M
hyb
g . Again, Theorem 1.2 shows neither of the intermediate
spaces in the tower verify the continuity property stated in the theorem.
From the above theorem, we can deduce similar continuity results for other families
of Riemann surfaces. Consider a family of stable Riemann surfaces π : S Ñ X whose
discriminant locus (i.e., the locus of points in X whose fiber in the family is not smooth)
forms a simple normal crossing (SNC) divisor D in X. Moreover, assume that π comes
from a toroidal map f : X Ñ M g, meaning that we have an isomorphism S » f
˚pCgq,
where Cg is the universal curve of genus g over M g. To the pair pX,Dq we associate the
corresponding hybrid space X
hyb
, the hybrid compactification of X˚ :“ XzD relative
to the SNC divisor D (see Section 3 for the construction). Moreover, from the toroidal
assumption we get a map f
hyb
: X
hyb
Ñ M
hyb
g . The space X
hyb
lies above X and comes
with the corresponding family of hybrid curves S
hyb
“ f
hyb˚
pC
hyb
g q, which is therefore
obtained by replacing the fibers over the points of the discriminant locus by appropriate
hybrid curves.
Theorem 1.3. The family of measured spaces pS
hyb
t
, µcan
t
q
tPX
hyb is continuous.
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One specific case of the theorem concerns families which vary over a one-dimensional
base, i.e., when dimpXq “ 1. The divisor D in this situation corresponds to a finite
set of points t0, . . . , tn in X, and our hybrid construction simply replaces the stable
curves St, for t P D, with the corresponding metrized complex MC t. Denote by Gt the
underlying stable metric graph of MC t. We have a projection map MC t Ñ Gt. By
the definition of the Arakleov-Zhang measure on MC t, the push-out of the canonical
measure on MC t coincides with the Zhang measure on the metric graph Gt.
In this specific situation, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Let π : S Ñ X be a stable one-paramater family of complex curves of
genus g with smooth generic fiber. Let t0 be a point of X with singular fiber St0 and
let MC t0 be the corresponding metrized complex. Then the measured spaces pSt, µ
can
t q
converge weakly to pMC t0 , µ
can
t0
q when t tends to t0.
In particular, the Zhang measure µ
Zh
on the metric graph Gt0 is the limit of the canon-
ical measures µcant when t tends to t0.
Theorem 1.4 is independently proved by Sanal Shivaprasad in a work parallel to ours
with different methods based on non-Archimedean analysis [Shi20]. Moreover, he obtains
results in one parameter families with non-reduced fibers, while we do not consider such
families in our paper. A special consequence of this theorem, the total mass of the limit
measure on a singular point of St0 , was obtained by de Jong [dJ19].
1.5. Notes and references to related work. The work presented in this paper should
be regarded as fitting into the current research in mathematics whose aim is to explain
large scale limits of classical (e.g., algebraic and complex) geometry. In the past decade,
this has given rise in particular to the development of tropical geometry, and has spread
into diverse fields of mathematics, ranging from algebraic and complex geometry to
mathematical physics and combinatorics, passing through computer science and combi-
natorial optimization.
The question of understanding non-Archimedean and hybrid limits of complex mani-
folds, in particular, has been an active area of research with connections to several other
branches of mathematics. Pioneering work on the subject goes back already to the
work of Bergman [Ber71], Bieri-Groves [BG84], Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelvinsky [GKZ94],
Einsiedler-Kapranov-Lindand [EKL06], Passare and Rullgård [PR04,Rul01], Mikhalkin
[Mik04], Jonsson [Jon16], and others. Recently, it has emerged in the work of Kont-
sevich and Soibelman [KS06], in relation with mirror symmetry, in a conjectural for-
mulation of the non-Archiemdean Calabi metric as the tropical limit of maximal de-
generations of Calabi-Yau varieties. This has resulted in a series of works linking
non-Archimedean and tropical geometry to metric limits of complex geometry, see
e.g. [KS06,GW00,GTZ13,GTZ16,BFJ15,Sus18,OO18,BJ18].
The first introduction of hybrid spaces probably goes back to the work of Morgan
and Shalen [MS84], in the study of degenerations of hyperbolic structures on surfaces
to real trees, and more recently, in the work of Berkovich [Ber09] in providing a non-
Archimedean interpretation of the weight zero part of the limit mixed Hodge structures,
in degenerating families of complex algebraic varieties. Recent work of Boucksom and
Jonsson [BJ17] in connection with the conjecture of Kontsevich and Soibleman men-
tioned above, has resulted in an increase of interest in the development and use of
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hybrid spaces as a convenient bridge between the two worlds of Archimedean and non-
Archimedean geometry. They in particular provide a proof of a measure theoretic version
of the conjecture of Kontsevich and Soibelman. Hybrid spaces studied by Boucksom and
Jonsson have been used in diverse direction, in particular in dynamics, in the work of
Favre [Fav18], De Marco-Krieger-Ye [DKY20] and Dujardin-Favre [DF19], in the work
of Pille-Schneider [PS19] on degenerations of Kähler-Einstein measures, and in the work
of Shivaprasad on degenerations of log-Calabi-Yau varietis [Shi19].
In another direction, Baker and the first named author introduced in [AB15] specific
classes of hybrid spaces called metrized complexes, as a tool to study degenerations of
linear series, in connection with Berkovich non-Archimedean geometry. The point of
view has found applications in the theory of limit linear series and in the study of mod-
uli space of curves [ABBR15,BJ16,JP16,FJP20]. In particular, in connection with the
results presented in this paper, the first named author has proved an equidisribution the-
orem for limits of Weierstrass points on families of complex curves. The equidistribution
is taking place according to the Zhang’s measure on the level of metric graphs, and ac-
cording to Zhang-Arakleov’s measure on the level of metrized curve complexes [Ami14].
The Archimedean version of this result is a theorem of Neeman and Mumford [Nee84]
and the measure of equidistribution in that setting is the Arakelov-Bergman measure on
the Riemann surface. Recently, Richman [Ric18] has obtained a purely tropical equidis-
tibution theorem for tropical Weierstrass points. These results and the recent work of
de Jong [dJ19] on non-Archimedean limits of Faltings δ-invariants, that of [ABBF16] on
non-Archimedean limits of height pairing, and Shokrieh-Wu [SW19] on canonical and
hyperbolic measures in finite and infinite metric graphs, in view of the previously men-
tioned works on measure-theoretic non-Archimedean limits of Archimedean geometry,
suggested a deeper link between the Zhang’s and Arakelov’s measures, the leitmotive of
the study undertaken in this paper.
In another direction related to the results of this paper, tropicalization of moduli
spaces of curves has been studied by Abramovich-Caporaso-Payne [ACP15], and in the
subsequent work of Chan-Galatius-Payne in the study of the cohomology of the moduli
space of curves [CGP16, CGP18]. Tropical moduli spaces have been used in [OO18,
Oda19], in connection with the constructions of Boucksom and Jonsson, to construct
compactifications of moduli spaces of curves and K3 surfaces. The hybrid moduli space
M
hybp0q
g which appears through the constructions given in Sections 3.4 and 4.7 provides
in a sense a refinement of these compactifications, replacing the dual complex with the
dual metrized complex, making a more precise link between [AB15] and [BJ17].
Finally, we mention that degenerations of holomorphic differential forms and inte-
grals to non-Archimedean differential forms and integrals have been studied in [CLT10,
Lag12,CLD12,DHL19,BGJK20], and connections to asymptotic Hodge theory is studied
in [IKMZ19,AP20].
1.6. Sketch of the proof of the main theorem. In this section, we briefly explain
the big lines of the proof of Theorem 1.2
(1) By the definition of the hybrid moduli space, we will be able to proceed locally
around each point of M . Let S0 be a stable curve of genus g with the stable dual graph
G “ pV,E, gq.
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We consider the analytic family of stable curves S Ñ B over a polydisc B of dimension
N “ 3g ´ 3 obtained from the versal deformation space of S0. This means we can
decompose B “ ∆3g´3 for a small disk ∆ around 0 in C, and we have the collection of
divisors De Ă B for e P E given each by the equation ze “ 0 for coordinate functions z
over the polydisk. Moreover, De is the locus of all points t P B such that in the family
p : S Ñ B, the fiber p´1ptq has a singular point corresponding to e.
By the general constructions in Section 3, we get the hybrid space B
hyb
associated to
the base pB,YePEDeq. Note that our construction refines the work of Boucksom and
Jonsson [BJ17], but our hybrid space is different from the one studied in [BJ17]. In fact,
we have a continuous forgetful map from our hybrid space to the one constructed by
Boucksom and Jonsson.
Moreover, in Section 4.3 we construct a corresponding hybrid versal deformation curve
S
hyb
over B
hyb
. It will be enough to prove the following local theorem.
Theorem 1.5 (Continuity: local case). Notations as above, the family of canonically
measured hybrid spaces pC
hyb
t
, µcan
t
q
tPB
hyb is continuous.
The proof will be based on the use of asymptotic Hodge theory to reduce the problem
to some specific problems either in matricial analysis or in combinatorics, concerning
tropical version of the theorem and spanning trees.
(2) The starting observation which opens the door to Hodge theory is to find a for-
mulation of the Zhang measure as a determinantal measure, in the sense of [Lyo03]
and reminiscent of the form of the Arakelov-Bergman measure. This will be done in
Section 5, and is closely related to the work of the first named author with Bloch-
Burgos-Fresàn [ABBF16] and the recent work of Shokrieh and Wu [SW19] on extension
of canonical measures to infinite metric graphs. For Riemann surfaces, this expression
involves the inverse of the imaginary part of the period matrix.
(3) Pursuing the Hodge theoretic approach, we use the nilpotent orbit theorem in
asymptotic Hodge theory to describe the limiting behavior of the period matrices Ωt
of the curves St for t in the open part B
˚ “ Bz
Ť
ePE De. This allows to describe the
asymptotic of the matrices ImpΩtq
´1, and eventually leads to Theorem 1.5.
(4) More precisely, we first treat the generic continuity, i.e., the continuity of mea-
sured spaces through the open part B˚, at a given point of B
hyb
with underlying stable
curve S0, cf. Section 9. In order to this, we decompose the canonical measures µ
can
t over
the points t P B˚ as the sum of measures µi,j,t for 1 ď i, j ď g. Each measure µi,j,t is of
the form ImpΩtq
´1
i,j ωi^ωj for holomorphic one-forms ωi, ωj on the family chosen appro-
priately in relation with an admissible symplectic basis for the local system H1pSt,Zq,
cf. Section 7.4.
(5) We then prove that each family of complex-valued measures µi,j,t continuously
extends over S
hyb
. We need to consider three different regimes in which the measures
µi,j,t extend to different type of measures on the hybrid curves in the hybrid family.
The crucial lemma is the Inverse Lemma 9.3, which allows to control the asymptotic
behavior of the inverse of a block matrix (in this case, the imaginary part of the period
matrix) in terms of the block by block asymptotics of the original matrix.
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This will allow to finish the proof of the continuity through the open part B˚.
(6) We then need to consider the continuity through any other stratum of the hybrid
space B
hyb
. This is done in the final Section 10.
The proof of the continuity through another stratum can be reduced itself into two
other continuity results.
‚ The generic continuity as in step (4-5-6) for smaller genus Riemann surfaces
with marked points. As the analysis carried on through the previous parts is not
affected by the presence of the marked points, this can be done by steps (4-5-6).
‚ The second part concerns a purely combinatorial continuity result about the
continuity of the canonical measures on tropical curves over the moduli space of
tropical curves of given combinatorial type, introduced in Secton 4. Our definition
of a tropical curve encodes the data of a layering, so the canonical measure is
obtained as the sum of Zhang measures associated to the graded minors. We
prove this continuity phenomena using the formulation of the Zhang measures in
terms of spanning trees, relying on a link between the spanning trees of graded
minors and the spanning trees of the original graph. This is done in Section 6.
This finally finishes the proof of our main theorem.
1.7. Basic notations. A curve in this paper means a complex projective algebraic
curve. The analytification of a complex curve is a compact Riemann surface. We
deliberately use the terminology curve and Riemann surface to switch back and forth
between the algebraic and analytic setting.
For a non-negative integer n, the symbol rns means the set t1, . . . , nu. Almost all in
this paper means for all but a finite number of exceptions.
For a subset F Ď E, we denote by F c the complement of F in E.
The letter G is used for graphs. We use the symbols G , C
trop
, MC and C
hyb
for
metric graphs, tropical curves, metrized complexes and hybrid curves, respectively.
2. Preliminaries
In this preliminary section we introduce the combinatorial objects which will play
a central role in the upcoming sections. These are graphs, ordered partitions, layered
graphs and their graded minors, spanning trees, and augmented graphs.
We then provide a metric version of these notions, introducing metric graphs and tropical
curves. We should clarify already here that our use of the notion of a tropical curve is
a refinement of the current usage in the literature of this terminology. The one we use
encodes in addition the choice of a layering, a concept introduced below.
This naturally leads to the introduction of hybrid curves, as metrized complexes endowed
which the choice of a layering on their underlying graphs.
2.1. Graphs. Part of the terminology and notation concerning graphs we use in this
paper is either standard in graph theory or in algebraic geometry. The aim of this
section is to recall some of these notions. We refer to classical text books on graph
theory such as [Bol98, BM08,Die00] and on algebraic geometry such as [ACGH84] for
more information. All our graphs are finite. We allow parallel edges and loops.
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The vertex set and the edge set of a graph G are denoted by V pGq and EpGq, respec-
tively. If G is clear from the context, we simply use V and E and write G “ pV,Eq to
indicate the vertex and edge sets.
Two vertices u and v in G are called adjacent if there is an edge with extremities u
and v. In this case we write u „ v. An edge e and a vertex v are incident and we write
e „ v if v is an extremity of e.
The degree of a vertex v denoted by degpvq is defined by
degpvq :“
ˇˇˇ 
e P E
ˇˇ
e „ v
(ˇˇˇ
`# loops based at v.
In other words, degpvq counts the number of half-edges incident to v.
A subgraph of G “ pV,Eq is a graph H “ pU,F q with U Ď V and F Ď E. We say a
subgraph H “ pU,F q of G is spanning if U “ V , i.e., if it contains all the vertices of G.
For a collection of spanning subgraphs H1 “ pV,E1q, . . . ,Hr “ pV,Erq of G, we denote
by H1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YHr the spanning subgraph of G with edge set E1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Er.
For a subset of edges F Ď E, we denote by GrF s the spanning subgraph of G with
edge set F , i.e., GrF s “ pV, F q. This should not be confused with the same terminology
used for subset of vertices: for a subset of verices U Ď V , we denote by GrU s the induced
subgraph of G on U which has vertex set U and edge set consisting of all the edges of E
whose extremities are both in U .
By spanning tree of a graph G “ pV,Eq we mean a spanning subgraph T of G without
any cycle and with the same number of connected components as G. This is equivalent
to requiring T to have the maximum possible number of edges without containing any
cycle. We denote by T pGq the set of all spanning trees of G. Spanning trees are the
main combinatorial structures underlying the definition of the canonical measure. They
will be used later in order to study continuity properties of the Zhang measure above
the moduli space of tropical curves of given combinatorial type.
There are two simple operations that one can define on graphs, deletion and contrac-
tion, which lead to the definition of minors of a graph. Despite this simplicity, these
operations deeply reflect the global properties of graphs, when seen as a whole, for exam-
ple within Robertson-Seymour graph minor theory. Special kind of minors called graded
minors, that we will introduce in a moment, play a central role in this paper.
Given a graph G “ pV,Eq and an edge e P E, we denote by G ´ e the spanning
subgraph H of G with edge set Ezteu. In this case we say H is obtained from G by
deleting e. Moreover, we denote by G
L
e the graph obtained by contracting the edge e:
it has as set of vertices the set U obtained by identifying the two extremities of e, and
as edge set, the set Ezteu viewed in U via the projection map V Ñ U . More generally,
for a subset F Ď E, we denote by G´F and G
L
F the graphs obtained by deletion and
contraction of F in G, respectively: G´F is the spanning subgraph of G with edge set
EzF , and G
L
F is the graph obtained by contracting one by one all the edges in F . (One
shows that the order does not matter.) For the purpose of clarification, we mention that
later on we will introduce a variant of the construction of contractions for augmented
graphs, which are graphs endowed with a genus function on vertices. In this case, the
contraction remembers the genera of connected components of the contracted part, thus
keeping the genus of the graph constant before and after contraction.
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A minor of a graph G is a graph H which can be obtained by contracting a subset of
edges in a subgraph H 1 “ pW,F q of G.
For a graph G, we denote by H1pGq the first homology group of G with Z coeffi-
cients. The rank of H1pGq, which coincides with the first Betti number of G viewed
as a topological space, is called genus of the graph. In this paper we use the letter h
when referring to the genus of graphs, and reserve the letter g and g for the genus of
augmented graphs, algebraic curves, and their analytic and hybrid variants introduced
later.
The genus h of a graph G “ pV,Eq is equal to |E|´ |V |` cpGq where cpGq denotes the
number of connected components of G.
2.2. Ordered partitions. Let E be a finite set. An ordered partition of a (non-empty)
subset F Ď E is an ordered sequence π “ pπiq
r
i“1 of non-empty, pairwise disjoint subsets
πi Ď F such that
(2.1) F “
rğ
i“1
πi.
The integer r is called the depth of π. If F “ ∅, then we slightly abuse notation and
allow π∅ “ ∅ as its only ordered partition. The set of ordered partitions of a subset
F Ď E is denoted by ΠpF q (in particular, Πp∅q “ tπ∅u).
The ordered partitions of a subset F are in bijective correspondence with its filtrations:
A filtration F on a (non-empty) subset F Ď E of depth r is an increasing sequence of
non-empty subsets F1 Ĺ F2 Ĺ F3 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Fr “ F for r P N. Clearly, each filtration F
on a subset F Ď E defines an ordered partition π “ pπiq
r
i“1 of F by setting
πi “ FizFi´1, i “ 1, ..., r,
with F0 :“ H by convention, and this gives a bijection. Sometimes we use the notation
Fπ to emphasize that the filtration is the one associated to the ordered partition π.
Again, for F “ ∅ we allow F∅ :“ ∅ as its only filtration.
Given an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq, we set Eπ :“ π1Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y πr, the subset of
E underlying the ordered partition. We denote the maximum element of the filtration
F by maxpF q. With these notations, we have Eπ “ maxpF
πq.
We now define a natural partial order on the set of ordered partitions (equivalently,
filtrations) of subsets of a given set E.
A filtration F is a refinement of the filtration F 1 if as a set we have F 1 Ď F . We
say that an ordered partition π is a refinement of an ordered partition π1, and write
π1 ĺ π, if this holds true for the corresponding filtrations F and F 1. It is easy to see
that π1 ĺ π exactly when π is obtained from π1 performing the following two steps:
(i) Replacing each set π1i in the ordered sequence π
1 “ pπ1iq
r
i“1 by an ordered partition
̺i “ p̺ikq
si
k“1 of π
1
i.
(ii) Possibly adding an ordered partition ̺ “ p̺kq
s
k“1 of a subset F
8 Ď EzF at the
end of the ordered sequence π1.
(The use of the symbol F8 should become clear later on when we link these construc-
tions to geometry.)
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We stress that in the definition of a refinement, the ordered partitions/filtrations are
not necessarily defined over the same subset F Ď E (see Example 2.1). For instance,
π∅ ĺ π for all ordered partitions π. However, if π is a refinement of π
1 (or equivalently,
F 1 Ď F ), then this implies F 1 Ď F . Moreover, "ĺ" defines a partial order on Π :“Ť
FĎE ΠpF q, the set of all ordered partitions of subsets F Ď E.
Example 2.1. Assume that E “ te, fu for two elements e ‰ f . Then the ordered
partitions of subsets F Ď E are given by
Πp∅q “
 
π∅
(
Πpteuq “
!`
teu
˘)
Πptfuq “
!`
tfu
˘)
ΠpEq “
!`
teu, tfu
˘
,
`
tfu, teu
˘
,
`
te, fu
˘)
.
The partial order "ĺ" on Π “
Ť
FĎE ΠpF q consists of the following relations`
teu
˘
ĺ
`
teu, tfu
˘`
tfu
˘
ĺ
`
tfu, teu
˘`
te, fu
˘
ĺ
`
teu, tfu
˘`
te, fu
˘
ĺ
`
tfu, teu
˘
,
and the trivial relations that π∅ ĺ π and π ĺ π for all π P Π. ˛
2.3. Layered graphs and their graded minors. A layered graph is the data of a
graph G “ pV,Eq and an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq on the set of edges E. The
elements πj are called layers. The integer r is called the depth of the layered graph G,
which is thus equal to the depth of the underlying ordered partition. By an abuse of the
notation, we use the same letter G to denote the layered graph pV,E, πq. The genus of
a layered graph is defined to be equal to that of its underlying graph.
Let now G “ pV,E, πq be a layered graph with the ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq
of E corresponding to the layers. We define the graded minors of G as follows.
Consider the filtration
F
π
‚ : F0 “ H Ĺ F1 Ĺ F2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Fr “ E
associated to π. For each j, let
Ejπ :“ EzFj´1 “ πj Y πj`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y πr.
This gives the decreasing filtration
E
‚
π : E
1
π “ E Ľ E
2
π Ľ . . . E
r
π Ľ E
r`1
π “ H.
This leads to a decreasing sequence of spanning subgraphs of G
G “: G1π Ą G
2
π Ą G
3
π Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą G
r
π Ą G
r`1
π “ pV,Hq
where for each j, Gjπ :“ pV,E
j
πq has edge set E
j
π.
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For each integer j P rrs, the jth graded minor of G denoted by grjπpGq is obtained by
contracting all the edges of Ej`1π in G
j
π, i.e.,
grjπpGq :“ G
j
π
L
Ej`1π “ GrF
c
j´1s
L
F cj “ Grπj Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y πrs
L
πj`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y πr.
It follows that grjπpGq has edge set equal to πj. (More precisely, we should view the
elements of πj in the contracted graph, but we simplify and identify the two sets in the
writing.) We denote by V jπ the set of vertices of gr
j
πpGq. Sometimes we will drop π or
G and simply write grjpGq, grjπ, V j, etc. if π or G is understood from the context. We
denote by K j : G
j
π Ñ gr
j
πpGq the contraction map.
2.4. Genus formula for layered graphs. Let G “ pV,E, πq be a layered graph. We
denote by cjπ the number of connected components and by h
j
π the genus of gr
j
πpGq. These
are related to each other by the equality hjπ “ |πj| ´ |V
j
π | ` c
j
π.
Proposition 2.2 (Genus formula). Let G be a layered graph of genus h with the under-
lying ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq. We have the equality
h “
rÿ
j“1
hjπ.
In the rest of this section, we explain the proof of this proposition.
Consider gr1πpGq “ pV
1
π , π1q. For each vertex u P V
1
π , let Vu Ď V be the set of vertices
in V which are contracted to u, i.e., Vu “ K 1
´1puq. Denote by Eu all edges of E with
both end-points in Vu. Define Gu :“ pVu, Euq.
Proposition 2.3. The subgraph Gu “ pVu, Euq of G is connected.
Proof. The contraction of the edges of Gu results in a graph with a single vertex u. This
can only happen if the graph is connected, which proves the claim. 
The ordered partition π of E induces a layering of Eu. This is obtained by taking
first the ordered partition
F1 X Eu “ H, F2 X Eu, F3 X Eu, . . . , Fr X Eu,
and then removing all the empty sets from the sequence. We denote this ordered parti-
tion by πu. The pair pGu, πuq is a layered graph. Note that πu has septh at most r ´ 1
since the first term F1 X Eu is empty.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. This can be obtained by induction on the depth of the ordered
partition π. If the partition π consists of a single set F1 “ E, the proposition is obvious.
Otherwise, let G1π “ pV, F
c
1 q be the spanning subgraph of G with edge set F
c
1 . The set
F c1 is a disjoint union of the sets Eu for u P V
1
π . It follows that G
1
π is the disjoint union
of graphs Gu for u P V
1
π . In particular, by the previous proposition, the number of
connected components of G1π is |V
1
π |, and its genus is given by
(2.2) hpG1πq “ |F
c
1 | ´ |V | ` |V
1
π | “
ÿ
uPV1
hpGuq.
We infer that
h “ hpGq “ |E| ´ |V | ` 1 “ |F1| ´ |V
1
π | ` 1` |F
c
1 | ´ |V | ` |V
1
π | “ h
1
π ` hpG
1
πq.
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The result now follows by induction hypothesis applied to the layered graphs Gu, using
Equation (2.2). 
2.5. Spanning trees of layered graphs. Let G “ pV,Eq and let π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq
be an ordered partition of E. As in the previous section, we consider the decreasing
filtration
E
‚
π : E
1
π “ E Ľ E
2
π Ľ . . . E
r
π Ľ E
r`1
π “ H
and its associated decreasing sequence of spanning subgraphs of G
G “: G1π Ą G
2
π Ą G
3
π Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą G
r
π Ą G
r`1
π “ pV,Hq.
For each j “ 1, . . . , r, let Tj be a spanning tree of gr
j
πpGq with edge set Aj Ă πj, so
Tj “ pV
j
π , Ajq. Let A “ A1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ar. The following proposition can be regarded as a
refinement of the genus formula.
Proposition 2.4. Notations as above, the subgraph T “ pV,Aq of G is a spanning tree.
Definition 2.5 (Spanning trees of layered graphs). A spanning tree of a layered graph
G “ pE,V, πq is a spanning tree T “ pV,Aq of G which is obtained as above, i.e.,
A “ A1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YAr for Aj the edge set of a spanning tree of gr
j
π where π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq
is the ordered partition of E given by the layers. We denote by TπpGq the set of all such
spanning trees. ˛
Remark 2.6. We have TπpGq Ď T pGq but the two sets can be different in general.
For example, consider G “ K3 the complete graph with three vertice v1, v2, v3 and
edges e1 “ tv2, v3u, e2 “ tv1, v3u, e3 “ tv1, v2u. Let π “ pπ1, π2q with π1 “
 
e1
(
and
π2 “
 
e2, e3
(
, then Tπ is the set of all spanning trees of K3 which contain the edge e1
Tπ “ tT2, T3u and T “ tT1, T2, T3u
where Ti is the spanning tree with edges ej and ek with tj, ku “ r3sztiu. ˛
Proof of Proposition 2.4. The sets A1, . . . , Ar are disjoint. Moreover, we have |Aj | “ h
j
π.
By the genus formula, we see that A has size h. So we only need to prove that T does
not contain any cycle. For the sake of a contradiction, suppose T has a cycle C Ă G, and
let j be the smallest index with EpCq X πj ‰ H. But then, the set of edges EpCq X πj
form a cycle in grjπpGq. This means Tj contains a cycle, which is a contradiction. This
proves the proposition. 
2.6. Marked graphs. Let n be a non-negative integer. A graph with n (labeled) marked
points is a graph G “ pV,Eq endowed with the data of labels 1, . . . , n placed on its
vertices. More formally, the marking is encoded in the function m : rns Ñ V which to
each element j P rns associates the vertex mpjq P V .
To a graph with n marked points, we associate the counting function n : V Ñ NYt0u
which at vertex v takes a value npvq equal to the number of labels placed at v, i.e, npvq
is the number of elements j P rns with mpjq “ v.
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2.7. Augmented and stable graphs. We now consider graphs endowed with a genus
function on the set of vertices. Such objects appear with different names. For example
in [AC13] they are called weighted graphs, while in [ABBR15], they are called augmented
graphs. We use this latter terminology.
An augmented graph is a graph G “ pV,Eq endowed with the data of a genus function
g on the set of vertices that is an integer-valued function g : V Ñ N Y t0u. The
integer gpvq is called the genus of the vertex v P V . The genus of an augmented graph
G “ pV,E, gq is by definition the integer
g :“ h`
ÿ
vPV
gpvq
where h “ |E| ´ |E|` cpGq `
ř
vPV is the genus of the underlying graph pV,Eq.
An augmented graph with n marked points is an augmented graph pV,E, gq with a
marking m : rns Ñ V .
In this paper, we mostly consider augmented graphs or augmented marked graphs
which verify the stability condition below. In this case, they are called stable graphs. So
by definition, a stable graph comes with a genus function on vertices.
A stable graph with n marked points is a quadruple G “ pV,E, g,mq with marking and
genus functions m : V Ñ rns and g : V Ñ NY t0u, respectively, subject to the following
stability condition:
‚ for every vertex v of genus zero, we have degpvq ` npvq ě 3, and
‚ every vertex v of genus one, i.e., degpvq ` npvq ě 1.
A stable graph is a triple pV,E, gq which verifies the two above conditions for the
counting function n ” 0.
By an abuse of the notation, we use G both for the stable (marked) graph and its
underlying graph pV,Eq, forgetting the genus function (and the marking).
We extend the definition of deletion and contraction to stable marked graphs as
follows. Let G “ pV,E, g,mq be a stable marked graph of genus g with n marked points.
For an edge e P E, we define the stable marked graph G
L
e “: G1 “ pV 1, E1q as follows.
First, the underlying graph G1 of G
L
e is the graph obtained by contracting e in G. Let
u, v be the extremities of e in G, and let ve be the vertex of G
1 which corresponds to the
identification of the two extremities u and v of e. The genus function g1 of G
L
e is then
defined by
g1pwq “
$’&’%
gpwq if w ‰ ve
gpuq ` gpvq if w “ ve and e is not a loop, i.e., u ‰ v
gpuq ` 1 if w “ vu and e is a loop, i.e., u “ v.
In the presence of marking, with the marking function m : V Ñ rns, we define the
marking function m1 of G1 as m1 :“ K ˝ m : rns Ñ V 1, where K : G Ñ G1 denotes the
contraction map.
The following is straightforward.
Proposition 2.7. Notations as above, the stable graph G
L
e is of genus g.
Finally, we define layered stable (marked) graphs as stable (marked) graphs G “
pV,E, g,mq with the choice of an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq on the edge-set E.
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2.8. Partial order on stable (marked) graphs of given genus. Let n be a non-
negative integer. We define a partial order ď on the set of stable marked graphs of
genus g with n marked points as follows. For two stable marked graphs G and H, we
say G ď H if G can be obtained by a sequence of edge-contractions from H, in the sense
of the previous paragraph.
2.9. Metric graphs. We briefly recall the definition of a metric graph and the way it
arises as a metric realization of a finite graph with lengths associates to edges.
Suppose G “ pV,Eq is a finite graph and ℓ : E Ñ Rą0 is a length function (i.e., it
assigns a positive real number ℓe to every edge e P E). To such a pair pG, ℓq, we associate
a metric space G as follows: by assigning each edge a direction and calling one of its
vertices the initial vertex vi and the other one the terminal vertex vt, every edge e P E
can be identified with a copy of the interval Ie “ r0, ℓes (the left and right endpoint
correspond to vi and vt). The topological space G is obtained by further identifying the
ends of edges corresponding to the same vertex v (in the sense of a topological quotient).
It is then clear that the topology on G is metrizable by the so-called path metric: the
distance between two points x, y P G is defined as the arc length of the shortest path
connecting them.
By construction G is a compact metric space. Each point x P G has a neighborhood
isometric to a star-shaped set Spdegpxq, rxq of degree degpxq P Zě1,
Spdegpxq, rxq :“
 
z “ re2πik{degpxq| r P r0, rxq, k “ 1, . . . ,degpxq
(
Ă C.(2.3)
Notice that if x belongs to the vertex set V of G, then degpxq in (2.3) coincides with the
combinatorial degree. In particular, this justifies our use of the same notation degp¨q for
the combinatorial degree and the integer in (2.3). It is also clear that degpxq “ 2 for
every non-vertex point x of G .
A metric graph is a compact metric space arising from the above construction for
some pair pG, ℓq of a graph G and length function ℓ. The metric graph G is then called
the metric realisation of the pair pG, ℓq. On the other hand, a pair pG, ℓq such that the
metric graph G is isometric to the metric realization of the pair pG, ℓq is called a finite
graph model of G . Clearly, any metric graph has infinitely many finite graph models
(e.g., they can be constructed by subdividing edges). However, as we explain now, it is
possible to find a minimal model if the metric graph is stable.
An augmented metric graph is a metric graph with a genus function g : G Ñ NY t0u
which is almost everywhere zero, i.e., it is zero outside a finite set of points in G . A
metric graph with n marked point is a metric graph G with a choice of a marking function
m : rns Ñ G . We define the counting function n : G Ñ rns similar to the case of graphs.
A finite graph model of an augmented metric graph with n-marked points is a finite
graph model pG “ pV,Eq, ℓq of the underlying metric graph such that V contains all the
points of positive genus and all the marked points.
An augmented metric graph G with n marked points is called stable if every point x
of G of degree one verifies degpxq ` gpxq ` npxq ě 3, and any connected component G
of G entirely consisting of points of degree two, i.e., homeomorphic to circle, has either
a point of positive genus or a marked point.
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Proposition 2.8. Any stable metric graph has a minimal finite graph model.
Proof. The vertices of the minimal finite model consist of all the
‚ points x with degpxq ‰ 2;
‚ points x with gpxq ą 0; and
‚ points x with npxq ą 0.
Any finite graph model of G contains all these points. Under the stability condition,
one verifies the set is the vertex set of a finite graph model. 
2.10. Tropical curves. A tropical curve (with marking) is a pair C
trop
“ pG , πq con-
sisting of an augmented metric graph G (with marking) with an ordered partition π on
the set of edges E of G of a finite graph model pG, ℓq of G .
The tropical curve (with marking) is called stable if the underlying metric graph (with
marking) is stable.
For a stable tropical curve (with marking) in this paper we always assume that the
layering is defined on the minimal model of the underlying metric graph.
2.11. Metrized complexes and hybrid curves. We first recall the definition of
metrized complexes, see [AB15] for more details.
A metrized curve complex MC consists of the following data:
‚ A finite graph G “ pV,Eq.
‚ A metric graph G with a model pG, ℓq for a length function ℓ : E Ñ R`.
‚ For each vertex v P V , a smooth projective complex curve Cv.
‚ For each vertex v P V , a bijection e ÞÑ pev between the edges of G incident to v
(with loop edges counted twice) and a subset Av “ tp
e
vueQv of CvpCq.
By an abuse of the notation, we use the same notation MC for the metrized complex
and its geometric realization defined as follows. Let Ie be an interval of length ℓe for
each edge e P E, as in the definition of the metric graph geometric realization. For each
vertex, by an abuse of the notation, denote by Cv the analytification of Cv which is a
compact Riemann surface. For each vertex v of an edge e, we identify the corresponding
extremity of Ie with the marked point p
e
v. This identifies MC as the disjoint union of
the Riemann surfaces Cv and intervals Ie, for v P V and e P E, quotiented by these
identifications. This endows MC with the quotient topology.
To any metrized complex, one naturally associates the underlying graph endowed with
the genus function g : V Ñ N Y t0u which to the vertex v associates gpvq defined as
the genus of Cv. The metric realization of this augmented graph with the edge length
function ℓ is called the underlying metric graph of MC .
A metrized complex with n marked points is a metrized complex MC with a marking
m : rns ÑMC such that for each j P rns, mpjq lies outside the union of the intervals Ie
for all the edges e of the underlying graph.
In this paper, unless otherwise stated, we only consider stable metrized complexes
(with marking) which are those whose underlying augmented (marked) graph is stable.
Finally, a hybrid curve (with marking) denoted by C
hyb
is a pair consisting of a
metrized complex (with marking) MC and a layering π on the set of edges of MC .
Again, we will be only considering stable hybrid curves which are those whose underly-
ing metrized complex
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Any hybrid curve C
hyb
naturally gives rise to the corresponding tropical curve C
trop
obtained by taking the underlying augmented metric graph G of MC endowed with the
layering given by the ordered partition π of the edge set E of the graph G, which is a
finite graph model of G .
3. Hybrid spaces
The aim of the following sections 3.1–3.3 is to present a construction of hybrid spaces.
Loosely speaking, given the data of a complex manifold B and a simple normal crossing
divisor D, we associate to it a hybrid space B
hyb
by equipping the points x P D with
additional simplicial coordinates. Specializing to the case of a polydisc B “ ∆N with
the SNC divisor given by the coordinate axes, we obtain a suitable base space for the
hybrid versal deformation in Section 4.2.
However, in light of, e.g., [Ber09,BJ17,Fav18,DF19,DKY20], the construction seems
of independent interest and hence we present it in a general framework.
3.1. The setting. In the following, let B be an N -dimensional complex manifold, for
an integer N , and let D “
Ť
ePE De be a simple normal crossing divisor. More precisely,
we require that pDeqePE is a finite family of smooth, connected and closed submanifolds
of codimension one in B such that for any subset F Ď E, the intersection
(3.1) DF :“
č
ePF
De
is either empty or a smooth submanifold of codimension |F | (with only finitely many
connected components). The intersection DF is called the stratum of the subset F Ď E.
The inner stratum is the subset
(3.2) D˝F :“ DF z
ď
eRF
De “
 
t P B | Et “ F
(
where for t P B, we set
(3.3) Et :“
 
e P E | t P De
(
.
Notice that for F “ ∅, we simply recover
D˝∅ “ BzD “: B
˚.
The inner strata (3.2) define a partition of B, that is,
(3.4) B “
ğ
FĎE
D˝F .
An adapted coordinate neighborhood, also called a system of local parameters, for D
around a point t P B is a pair pU, zq where U is an open neighborhood of t in B and
z “ pziq
N
i“1 are local coordinates on U with
(i) |zi| ă 1 on U for all i “ 1, . . . , N , and
(ii) De X U “ ∅ for all e R Et, and
(iii) De X U “
 
s P U | zepsq “ 0
(
for all e P Et. More precisely, for each e P Et,
there is an associated coordinate ze :“ zipeq on pU, zq such that this holds true.
We will also need the following elementary fact:
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Proposition 3.1. Assume that pU, zq and pU 1, z1q are adapted coordinate neighborhoods
for points t, t1 P B, respectively. Then for all e P Et X Et1,
z1e “ geze on U X U
1
for a non-vanishing holomorphic function ge : U X U
1 Ñ C.
3.2. Definition of the hybrid space. Before giving the formal definition of the hybrid
space B
hyb
, we briefly explain the motivation behind the construction. The idea is to
enrich the points t P D with additional simplicial coordinates in order to distinguish
different ways of approaching them in the complex topology of B.
Namely, fix some t P B and consider a small neighborhood of t in B. Upon choosing
local coordinates pziqi, we can assume that the divisors De, e P Et are given by De “
tze “ 0u. This trivially implies that
(3.5) lim
sÑt
logp|ze|q “ ´8, e P Et.
However, the asymptotic behavior of the normalized logarithmic coordinates,
(3.6) Logepsq :“
logp|zepsq|qř
eˆPEt
logp|zeˆpsq|q
, e P Et,
is known to carry crucial information (see, e.g., [BJ17]). This hints that sequences psnqn
converging to t in B with different limit values
(3.7) ye :“ lim
nÑ8
Logepsnq P r0, 1s
should be further distinguished and hence have different limit points in B
hyb
. Sinceř
e Logepsq “ 1, the limit y “ pyeqe lies in the simplex σEt “
 
pyeqe P R
Et
ě0 |
ř
ye “ 1
(
.
On the other hand, there might be a subset E2t Ĺ Et such that
(3.8) ye “ lim
nÑ8
Logepsnq “ 0, e P E
2
t .
These logarithmic coordinates are dominated by the others and their limit ye “ 0 carries
only little information. To analyze them further, we renormalize and consider
(3.9) y2e :“ lim
n
logp|zepsnq|qř
eˆPE2t
logp|zeˆpsnq|q
, e P E2t .
Repeating the same steps, we end up with subsets Et “: E
1
t Ľ E
2
t Ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ľ E
r
t Ľ E
r`1
t “
H and corresponding limit values y “: y1 P σEt , y
2 P σE2t , ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
r P σErt .
Roughly speaking, sequences psnqn approaching x in B have different limit points in
B
hyb
according to the asymptotic behavior given by py1, y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yrq.
After these considerations, we now proceed with the formal definition of the space
B
hyb
. Recall from the previous section that an ordered partition of a (non-empty) subset
F Ď E is an ordered sequence π “ pπiq
r
i“1 of non-empty, pairwise disjoint subsets πi Ď F
such that F “
Ůr
i“1 πi. Recall as well that if F “ ∅, then we set π∅ “ ∅ as its only
ordered partition. The set of ordered partitions of a subset F Ď E is denoted by ΠpF q
(in particular, Πp∅q “ tπ∅u). We denote by Π the union of ΠpF q for F Ď E.
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For any subset F Ď E, the relative interior of the standard simplex σF in R
F is
denoted by
σ˝F :“
!
pxeqe P R
F
ą0
ˇˇ ÿ
ePF
xe “ 1
)
.
For an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq P ΠpF q of a subset F Ď E, we define its hybrid
stratum as
(3.10) D
hyb
π :“ D
˝
π ˆ σ
˝
π :“ D
˝
π ˆ σ
˝
π1
ˆ σ˝π2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σ
˝
πr
,
where D˝π :“ D
˝
F . For π “ π∅ (i.e., the empty ordered partition of F “ ∅), we set
D
hyb
π∅ :“ D
˝
∅ “ B
˚.
As a set, we introduce the hybrid space B
hyb
as the disjoint union
(3.11) B
hyb
:“
ğ
FĎE
ğ
πPΠpF q
D
hyb
π “ B
˚ \
ğ
∅ĹFĎE
ğ
πPΠpF q
D
hyb
π .
In the sequel, elements of B
hyb
will be written as pairs t “ pt, xq, meaning that t P D˝π
and x P σ˝π for some ordered partition π P Π.
3.3. The hybrid topology. It remains to equip B
hyb
with a suitable topology. Moti-
vated by (3.5) – (3.9), this will be done by using normalized logarithmic coordinates.
Let pW, zq be an adapted coordinate neighborhood for some point t P B (see Section
3.1). For F Ď Et, introduce the following Log-map
(3.12)
LogF : W z
Ť
ePF De ÝÑ σ
˝
F
s ÞÑ
´
log |zepsq|ř
eˆPF log |zeˆpsq|
¯
ePF
.
We will define a topology on B
hyb
by specifying for each point t P B
hyb
a system of
neighborhoods Uptq. It suffices to define a neighborhood base
`
U εptq
˘
εą0
around each
t P B
hyb
. The total system of neighborhoods Upxq will then consist of all sets V with
V Ě U εptq for some ε ą 0.
Hence, assume that t P B
hyb
and ε ą 0 are fixed. Suppose that t “ pt, xq P D
hyb
π for the
ordered partition π and fix some adapted coordinate neighborhood pW, zq of t. Bearing
in mind the decomposition (3.10), we will define U εptq by a similar decomposition. More
precisely, introduce
U εptq :“
ď
π1ĺπ
U επ1 ,
where the subset U επ1 Ď D
hyb
π1 is defined as follows:
Assume that π1 “ pπiq
r
i“1 and that π
1
ĺ π. Recall that π has then the following form
(see Section 3.2)
(3.13) π “
´
p̺iqri“1, ̺
¯
,
where ̺i “ p̺ikqk is an ordered partition of π
1
i for i “ 1, . . . , r and ̺ “ p̺kqk is an ordered
partition of some subset F8 Ď EzF 1. We allow that F8 “ ∅ and in this case, ̺ “ ∅ is
not present.
A point s “ ps, yq P D
hyb
π1 belongs to U
ε
π1 if the following set of conditions is satisfied:
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(i) For each complex coordinate zi on W , for i “ 1, ..., N ,
|zipsq ´ ziptq| ă ǫ.
(ii) Assume that F8 ‰ ∅, that is, ̺ “ p̺kqk is non-trivial. Then
(3.14) max
k
#ř
eP̺k`1
log |zepsq|ř
eP̺k
log |zepsq|
+
ă ε and max
k
!
}Log̺kpsq ´ x̺k}8
)
ă ε,
where x̺k “ pxeqeP̺k P σ
˝
̺k
.
(iii) For each i P t1, ..., ru, consider the ordered partition ̺i “ p̺ikq
ri
k“1 of π
1
i. Then
(3.15) max
k
#ř
eP̺i
k`1
yeř
eP̺i
k
ye
+
ă ε and max
k
max
eP̺i
k
ˇˇˇ
yeř
eˆP̺i
k
yeˆ
´ xe
ˇˇˇ
ă ε.
Notice that by Proposition 3.1, the neighborhood system Uptq is indeed independent
of the choice of the adapted coordinate neighborhood pW, zq (although the Uε’s are not).
It turns out that this indeed defines a topology on B
hyb
:
Theorem 3.2. There is a unique topology on B
hyb
such that Uptq coincides with the
system of neighborhoods for any t P B
hyb
.
Proof. It suffices to verify that the set systems Uptq, t P B
hyb
, verify the axioms of a
neighborhood system and this is a straightforward computation. 
Although the definition of the topology on B
hyb
is slightly involved, there is a simple
description of the convergence of sequences.
Proposition 3.3. Let t P B
hyb
and assume t “ pt, xq P D
hyb
π for the ordered partition
π P Π. Suppose that ptnqn “ ptn, xnqn is a sequence in B
hyb
. Then:
(a) If tn converges to x in B
hyb
, then almost all tn belong to hybrid strata D
hyb
π1 of
ordered partitions π1 with π1 ĺ π.
(b) Assume that ptnqn Ď D
hyb
π1 for some fixed ordered partition π
1
ĺ π. In particular,
π is of the form (3.13). Then tn converges to t in B
hyb
if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(i) tn converges to t in B
(ii) Assume that F8 ‰ ∅, that is, ̺ “ p̺kqk is non-trivial (see (3.13)). Then
(3.16) lim
nÑ8
Log̺kpsnq “ x̺k
for all k, where x̺k “ pxeqeP̺k P R
̺k . Moreover, for coordinates e P ̺k and
e1 P ̺k1 with k ă k
1,
(3.17) lim
nÑ8
log |ze1ptnq|
log |zeptnq|
“ 0.
In the above statements, pW, zq is a fixed (or equivalently, any) adapted coordinate
neighborhood of t.
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(iii) Let ̺i “ p̺ikqk be one of the ordered partitions in (3.13). For all k and e P ̺
i
k,
(3.18) lim
nÑ8
xn,eř
eˆP̺i
k
xn,eˆ
“ xe.
Moreover, if e P ̺ik and e
1 P ̺ik1 with k ă k
1, then
(3.19) lim
nÑ8
xn,e1
xn,e
“ 0
Proof. The claims are simple consequences of the definition of the topology on B
hyb
. 
Remark 3.4. Proposition 3.3 confirms that the topology on B
hyb
formalizes the ideas of
(3.5)–(3.9). Indeed, (3.16) and (3.17) correspond exactly to the ordering of the singular
coordinates ze P Et around a point t in groups according to their growth and renormal-
izing accordingly (see (3.5)–(3.9)). The other conditions (3.18) and (3.19) represent the
same idea for the simplicial coordinates. ˛
The following proposition summarizes different basic properties of the hybrid topology.
Proposition 3.5. B
hyb
has the following topological properties.
(i) B
hyb
is a second countable, locally compact Hausdorff space and in particular,
B
hyb
is metrizable. The convergent sequences are described in Proposition 3.3.
(ii) The natural projection map pr: B
hyb
Ñ B, t “ pt, xq ÞÑ t is continuous. More-
over, B is homeomorphic to the quotient space B
hyb
{ „, where t „ s for t, s P
B
hyb
if and only if prptq “ prpsq.
(iii) The subset B˚ Ď B
hyb
is open in B
hyb
. Moreover, the topology on B˚ induced by
B
hyb
coincides with the one from B.
(iv) In general, the hybrid stratum D
hyb
π of an ordered partition π P Π is neither open
nor closed in B
hyb
. On each D
hyb
π , the topology induced by B
hyb
coincides with
the product topology induced from the product decomposition (3.10).
3.4. Relationship to former hybrid spaces. Our construction presented above re-
fines and combines the previous constructions of hybrid spaces [BJ17] and metrized
complexes [AB15] in two aspects.
First, the simplicial boundary in [BJ17], which is the dual complex of the divisor D, is
replaced with a space which is itself hybrid. Moreover, this hybrid boundary space can
be regarded as a refinement of the metrized complex MC pDq associated to the divisor
D [AB15]. Recall that MC pDq is obtained by taking the disjoint union DF ˆσF for all
non-empty subsets F Ď E, and then by identifying for each pair of non-empty subsets
F1 Ď F2 the two cells DF1 ˆ σF1 and DF2 ˆ σF2 along the common subset DF2 ˆ σF1 .
The resulting space is then endowed with the quotient topology. In our construction
of hybrid spaces, we have replaced this metrized complex boundary with an unfolded
variant, defined in terms of ordered partitions.
Second, we include a refined version of logarithmic convergence by adding a notion
of depth to the level of convergence, refining the limit further according to the relative
speed of convergence of the sequence.
We briefly discuss a comparison of these constructions.
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Denote by B
hybp0q
the hybrid space from [BJ17]. Recall that B
hybp0q
“ B˚ \ ΣpDq
where ΣpDq is the simplicial complex which for every non-empty subset F Ă E and
each connected component Z Ď DF , contains one copy σZ of the standard simplex σF .
We have a forgetful projection map q0 : B
hyb
Ñ B
hybp0q
defined as follows. The map
q0 restricts to identity on the open subset B
˚ Ă B
hyb
. For a non-empty subset F Ď E
and an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq, a point t “ pt, xq P D
hyb
F “ D
˝
F ˆ σ
˝
π has
image q0ptq P ΣpDq obtained as follows. Let Z be the connected component of DF
which contains t. Let x1 be the projection of x to σ˝π1 via the product decomposition
σ˝π “ σ
˝
π1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σ˝πr . Then, the projection sends t to q0ptq :“ x
1 P σ˝π1 ãÑ σZ » σF ,
seen as an element of the copy σZ of σF .
Proposition 3.6. The map q0 : B
hyb
Ñ B
hybp0q
is continuous.
We omit a formal proof here.
We can actually go further and define a tower of hybrid spaces
B
hybp0q
ÐÝ B
hybp1q
ÐÝ B
hybp2q
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÐÝ B
hybp|E|q
ÐÝ B
hyb
(3.20)
interpolating between B
hyb
and B
hybp0q
.
To see this, fix an integer r P N. We define B
hybprq
as follows. Let Πr be the set of
all ordered partitions of subsets of E which have depth bounded by r. For each subset
F Ď E and ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πkq of F , with k ď r, define
D
hybprq
F :“
#
D˝F ˆ σ
˝
π1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σ˝πr´1 ˆ σπr if k “ r
D˝F ˆ σ
˝
π1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σ˝πk´1 ˆ σ
˝
πk
otherwise.
Note that in the case k “ r, for the last simplex σπr in the above product, we allow
coordinates to take value zero. For π “ πH, we set D
hybprq
πH
“ B˚.
We define B
hybprq
as the disjoint union
(3.21) B
hybprq
:“
ğ
FĎE
ğ
πPΠrpF q
D
hybprq
π “ B
˚ \
ğ
∅ĹFĎE
ğ
πPΠrpF q
D
hybprq
π .
In particular we remark that the hybrid boundary D
hybp1q
:“ B
hybp1q
zB˚ Ď B
hybp1q
coincides with the metrized complex associated to D.
We define the hybrid topology on B
hybprq
by a construction similar to the one described
for B
hyb
.
For each j ą i, we get moreover a forgetful map qjąi : B
hybpjq
Ñ B
hybpiq
defined as
follows. The map qjąi restricts to identity on any stratum D
hybpjq
π with π P Πi. For an
element π “ pπ1, . . . , πkq P Πk with k ě i ` 1, let π
1 :“ pπ1, . . . , πi´1, πi Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y πkq.
Then the restriction of qjąi to D
hybpjq
π has image in the stratum D
hybpiq
π1 ,
qjąi : D
hybpjq
π Ñ D
hybpiq
π1 ,
and it is given by sending a point t “ pt, x “ px1, . . . , xkqq of D
hybpjq
π to the point pt, yq
with y “ px1, . . . , xi´1, yi “ pxi, 0, . . . , 0qq.
Similarly, we define the map qi : B
hyb
Ñ B
hybpiq
. This leads to the tower of hybrid spaces
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given in (3.20), which consist of continuous maps, as stated in the following general form
of Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 3.7. Notations as above, the maps qjąi and qi are continuous for all pairs
of non-negative integers j ą i.
4. Hybrid deformation spaces and moduli of hybrid curves
The aim of this section is to construct the moduli spaces of hybrid curves M
hyb
g and
M
hyb
g,n as well as the universal hybrid curves C
hyb
g and C
hyb
g,n which lie above them.
We will proceed by applying first the construction of the previous section to the
deformation space of a stable curve, which provide local étale charts in M g,n around
points. These local hybrid charts will be used in order to define the hybrid topology.
In order to define M
hyb
g , set theoretically, we will define hybrid strata associated to
stable graphs and then take their disjoint union.
Finally, we define the universal hybrid curve and describe its topology.
We start by recalling basic facts about the deformation theory of stable curves. In
order to be able to apply a reasoning based on the induction in the last step of the proof
of our main theorem, we will also need to more generally consider deformations of stable
curves with markings. So we explain how the constructions extend in this more general
setting.
4.1. Deformations of stable curves. This section recalls basic standard results about
deformations and degenerations of complex stable curves, with or without markings,
which will be used in the construction of the hybrid moduli spaces as well as in the study
of the monodromy and period maps, later in Section 7. Our main reference is [ABBF16],
which we follow closely, and refer to [ACG11,DM69,Hof84] for more details.
Let S0 be a stable curve with dual graph G “ pV,E, gq. For v P V , we denote by Cv the
(normalization of the) corresponding irreducible component of S0 and let g : V Ñ Zě0
be the genus function which associates to each vertex v of G the integer gpvq the genus
of Cv. We denote by g the arithmetic genus of S0, which, we recall (see below), is equal
to
g “ h`
ÿ
vPV
gpvq.
Here h denotes the first Betti number of G, i.e., h “ rankH1pGq. Each edge e “ uv
corresponds to a point of intersection of Cu and Cv in S0. These points are denoted
by peu and p
e
v in Cu and Cv, respectively. In this way, for each vertex v in G, we get a
marked Riemann surface of genus gpvq with degpvq marked points pev in correspondence
with edges e of the graph incident to v. The collection of these marked points on Cv is
denoted by Av.
4.1.1. The genus formula. Let OS0 , resp. ωS0 , be the sheaf of holomorphic functions,
resp. holomorphic one-forms, on S0. Recall that the arithmetic genus of S0 is by defini-
tion the dimension of H1pS0,OS0q. By Serre duality this coincides with the dimension
of H0pS0, ωS0q. We have the following proposition, see e.g. [ABBF16].
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Proposition 4.1. The natural projection map P :
š
vPV Cv Ñ S0 induces a canonical
isomorphism
H1pG,Cq » ker
´
H1pS0,OS0q
P˚
ÝÑ
à
vPV
H1pCv,OCv q
¯
.
Moreover, we have
H1pG,Zq » ker
´
H1pS0,Zq
P˚
ÝÑ
à
vPV
H1pCv,Zq
¯
.
It follows that the arithmetic genus of S0 is equal to h`
ř
vPV gpvq.
Proof. The proof of the first statement can be obtained by applying the long exact
sequence of cohomology to the exact sequence of sheaves
(4.1) 0Ñ OS0 Ñ P˚O
š
Cv
ϕ
ÝÑ S Ñ 0,
where S is a skyscraper sheaf with stalk C over each singular point of S0 and the map
ϕ “ pϕeqePE is defined as follows. First choose an orientation of the edges of G. Now,
if f is a local section of P˚O
š
Cv near the singular point p
e corresponding to the edge
e “ tw, vu with its orientation ~e “ ~wv, then set ϕepfq “ fpp
e
vq ´ fpp
e
wq.
The proof of the second assertion goes in the same way, replacing the exact sequence
(4.1) by the analogous sequence of constructible sheaves calculating Betti cohomology.

4.1.2. Formal deformations. Let S0 be a stable curve of arithmetic genus g. Standard
results in deformation theory provide a smooth formal scheme pB “ Spf Crrt1, . . . , tN ss
and a versal formal family of curves p : pS Ñ pB with fiber S0 over the point 0 P pB
isomorphic to S0.
The total space pS is formally smooth over C and the tangent space T to pB at 0 can be
identified with the Ext group Ext1pΩ1S0 ,OS0q in the category of sheave over S0. Locally
for the étale topology at a singular point of S0, which corresponds to an edge of the dual
graph G, we have
(4.2) S0 » SpecR, for R “ Crx, ys{pxyq.
This implies that locally we have an isomorphism Ω1S0 » Rdx ‘ Rdy{pxdy ` ydxq.
Moreover, the element xdy P Ω1S0 is killed by both x and y. This means that Ω
1
S0
has a
non-trivial torsion subsheaf supported at the singular points of S0.
By local-to-global Ext-spectral sequence, since all the higher terms in the spectral
sequence are vanishing, we get the following short exact sequence
(4.3) 0Ñ H1pS0,HompΩ
1
S0
,OS0qq Ñ T Ñ ΓpS0, Ext
1pΩ1S0 ,OS0qq Ñ 0.
By local presentation (4.2) at the singular points, we infer that the Ext sheaf on the
right hand side of the equation above is locally given by the extension
0Ñ R ÝÑ Rdx‘Rdy Ñ Ω1R Ñ 0
1 ÞÝÑ xdy ` ydx.
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In other words, Ext1pΩ1S0 ,OS0q is the skyscraper sheaf which contains one copy of C
supported at each singular point. This implies that the space of global sections of
Ext1pΩ1S0 ,OS0q is given by
(4.4) Γ
`
S0, Ext
1pΩ1S0 ,OS0q
˘
» CE.
By the results of Deligne-Mumford [DM69], the global sections Γ
`
S0, Ext
1pΩ1S0 ,OS0q
˘
correspond to smoothings of the singular points of S0. Moreover, H
1pS0,HompΩ
1
S0
,OS0qq Ă
T represents those deformations in which the dual graph remains the same, and so only
the marked curves pCv,Avq deform. (Recall that the set of marked points Av is in
bijection with the edges in G which are incident to v.)
For any pair of non-negative integers a and n, the moduli space Ma,n of Riemann
surfaces of genus a with n marked points has dimension 3a ´ 3` n. It follows that for
each vertex v of the graph, the pairs pCv ,Avq have 3gpvq´3`degpvq moduli. This leads
to the following equality of dimensions
dimH1pS0,HompΩ
1
S0
,OS0qq “
ÿ
vPV
p3gpvq ´ 3` degpvqq, and
dimT “
ÿ
vPV
p3gpvq ` degpvq ´ 3q ` |E| “ 3g ´ 3.
The above analysis also shows that deformations of S0 which preserve the singularity
at pe are given by a divisor pDe Ă pB. Denoting by ze P OpS the local parameters around 0
for the divisors pDe, for e P E, the projection map T Ñ CE preÝÝÑ C is seen to be defined by
dze, and that the surjective map T Ñ C
E in (4.3) is given precisely by the differentials
of these local parameters. It thus follows that we have a collection of principal divisorspDe Ă pS indexed by the edges of G which meet transversally. Moreover, the intersection
of these divisors in pB is precisely the locus of those deformations of S0 which keep the
dual graph fixed.
More generally, we get the following correspondence. For any subset F Ď E, the
intersection of the divisors pDe for e P E is the locus of those deformations whose dual
graph contains all the edges F Ď E. This is naturally stratified into those deformations
whose dual graph is obtained by contracting a subset of edges A Ď EzF . This dual
graph is denoted by G
L
A.
In addition to local parameters ze for edges e P E, we have N ´ |E| more local
parameters which correspond to the deformations which preserve the dual graph.
4.1.3. Formal deformations with markings. Let pS0, q1, . . . , qnq be a stable curve with
n marked points. Let G “ pV,E, g,mq be the corresponding stable dual graph with n
marked points. Recall that m : rns Ñ V is the marking function which associates to
any integer i P rns “ t1, . . . , nu a vertex of the graph (representing the component on
which the ith marked point qi lies). Let n : V Ñ NYt0u be the counting function which
at each vertex v P V , takes value npvq given by the number of elements i P rns with
mpiq “ v. The stability condition means the inequality
gpvq ` degpvq ` npvq ě 0
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for any vertex v of the dual graph. Moreover, in the case g “ 1 and S0 is smooth of
genus one, the stability means n ě 1.
Similarly as in the previous section, for a complex stable curve pS0, q1, . . . , qnq of
arithmetic genus g with n marked points, there exists a formal disc pB of dimension
N “ 3g ´ 3` n and a versal formal deformation p : pS Ñ pB such that the tangent space
to 0 P pB is identified with Ext1pΩ1S0 ,OS0p´řni“1 qiqq. The fiber at 0 of the family is
isomorphic to S0, and in addition, the family comes with sections σi : pB Ñ pS such that
σip0q “ qi.
The local study of the previous section is carried out in a similar way, and leads to
local parameters ze for e P E leading to formal divisors pDe Ă pS indexed by the edges
of G which meet transversally. In addition to local parameters ze for edges e P E, we
have N ´ |E| “ 3g ´ 3 ` n ´ |E| more local parameters, n of which correspond to
the deformations of the n markings, and the rest of the parameters correspond to the
deformations of the stable curve which preserve the dual graph.
As above, we get the following correspondence. For any subset F Ď E, the intersection
of the divisors pDe for e P E is the locus of those deformations whose dual graph contains
all the edges F Ď E. This is naturally stratified into those deformations whose dual
marked graph is obtained by contracting a subset of edges A Ď EzF , whose dual stable
graph with n markings is the one obtained by taking the stable dual graph with marking
G
L
A, as defined in Section 2. Recall that the marking function in this graph is defined
as the composition of the map m : rns Ñ V pGq with the projection map K : V pGq Ñ
V pG
L
Aq. We denote this stable marked graph still with G
L
A, as it will be clear from
the context whether markings will be involved or not.
The discussion of the previous section corresponds to the case n “ 0.
4.1.4. Analytification. From the local theory above using formal schemes, we get analytic
deformations S Ñ B of stable Riemann surfaces (with markings if n ‰ 0) over a polydisc
B of dimension N “ 3g´3`n. This means that B “ ∆ˆ∆ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ∆looooooooomooooooooon
N times
for∆ a small disk
around 0 in C. Moreover, the formal divisors above gives rise to analytic divisorsDe Ă B
which are defined by equations tze “ 0u for analytic local parameters ze for edges e P E.
Once again, De is the locus of all points t P B such that in the family p : S Ñ B, the
fiber p´1ptq is a Riemann surface which has a singular point corresponding to e.
In the following, B will denote the base of the versal deformation of the stable curve
S0, or the stable marked curve pS0, q1, . . . , qnq, and we set B
˚ :“ Bz
Ť
ePEDe and denote
by S˚ :“ p´1pB˚q the locus of points whose fibers in the family π is a smooth Riemann
surface.
We follow our convention in the introduction and deliberately use the terminology
complex curve when referring to the Riemann surface in this family.
4.2. Hybrid deformation space. By the discussion which just preceded and that of
Section 3, we assume now that B “ ∆N is a polydisc in CN and D “
Ť
ePE De, where the
divisors De, e P E are given by (w.l.o.g., we can assume that E “ t1, ..., |E|u Ď t1, ...Nu)
De “ tz P ∆
N |ze “ 0u.
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The corresponding hybrid space B
hyb
will serve as the base space for the hybrid versal
deformation. Notice that in this setting, adapted coordinate neighborhoods pU, zq can
be defined in a particular simple way: for each t P B, we can choose U “ B z
Ť
e:te‰0
De
and take z “ pziqi as the standard coordinates on U Ď ∆
N .
4.3. Versal curve over hybrid deformation space. In order to simplify the presen-
tation, in what follows we omit any mention of the markings, the presentation takes
place in the more general setting of stable curves with n marked points.
In this section, we introduce the versal hybrid curve p
hyb
: S
hyb
Ñ B
hyb
associated
to a stable curve S0. The idea is to replace non-smooth fibers St in the versal curve
p : S Ñ B by hybrid curves. More precisely, for a hybrid point t “ pt, xq P B
hyb
, its
fiber S
hyb
t
will be the hybrid curve obtained by replacing the singular points in St with
intervals of lengths given by x. The corresponding ordered partition π of the edge set is
the unique one such that t P D
hyb
π .
More precisely, let S0 be a stable curve with stable dual graph G “ pV,E, gq and
let p : S Ñ B be its associated versal deformation family (see Section 4.1). The hybrid
versal deformation family S
hyb
will be defined over the hybrid deformation space B
hyb
(see Sections 4.2). Motivated by the decomposition
B
hyb
“ B˚ \
ğ
∅ĹFĎE
ğ
πPΠpF q
D
hyb
π ,
we will introduce S
hyb
by a similar decomposition. Namely, we will define
(4.5) S
hyb
:“ S˚ \
ğ
∅ĹFĎE
ğ
πPΠpEq
S
hyb
π
where each p
hyb
π : S
hyb
π Ñ D
hyb
π is a family of hybrid curves defined overD
hyb
π . Moreover, we
will define a suitable topology on S
hyb
which is again closely related to the decomposition
(4.5). The construction of S
hyb
π and its topology will be be given below.
4.3.1. Normalized families. We first recall from Section 4.1 that the fiber St of each t P B
is a stable Riemann surface with exactly |Et| singular points p
eptq. Its associated stable
dual graph is the graph Gt :“ G{pEzEtq obtained by contracting all the edges in EzEt.
Moreover, the stable Riemann surface St has precisely |V pGtq| irreducible components
Cv, v P V pGtq, and the sections pe : De Ñ S, e P Et, are continuous. In what follows,
it will be convenient to denote the set of all singular points of fibers in the family S{B
associated to an edge e P E as
(4.6) P e :“ pepDeq “
!
peptq
ˇˇ
t P De
)
Ď S
and consider the complement
(4.7) P 0 :“ S z
ď
ePE
P e Ď S.
In other words, P 0 consists of all the points in S which are also smooth points of their
corresponding fiber. We will refer to such points as normal smooth points. However, let
us stress that the total family S is a smooth complex manifold and hence all points p P S
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are smooth points of S. Notice that each P e is a closed subset of S and in particular,
P 0 Ď S is open.
For each point p P P e, there is a small neighborhood U of p and local coordinates
(4.8) z “
´
pziqi‰e, z
e
u, z
e
v
¯
with the following properties:
(i) |zi| ă 1 on U for all i “ 1, . . . , N , and
(ii) the coordinates are compatible with the base B in the sense that for all q P U ,
ppqqi “ zipqq, i ‰ e,
and ppqqe “ z
e
upqqz
e
vpqq, and
(iii) for each base point t P ppUq, we have
Cu X U “
!
q P U
ˇˇ
ppqq “ t and zevpqq “ 0
)
and the same holds true for Cv and z
e
u. Here, Cu and Cv are the smooth com-
ponents of the fiber St corresponding to the vertices u and v of the dual graph
Gt of St with e “ uv. In particular, P
e X U “
!
q P U
ˇˇ
zeupqq “ z
e
vpqq “ 0
)
.
In the following, we call a pair pU, zq of a neighborhood U and local coordinates z on
U with the above properties a standard coordinate neighborhood of p on S.
As the first step in the definition of S
hyb
π (see (4.5)), we construct the Riemann surface
components for the hybrid curves described above.
Let π be a fixed ordered partition of a non-empty subset F Ď E. From the preceding
discussion, it is clear that for each point t P D˝F , the fiber St is a stable Riemann surface
with the corresponding stable dual graph denoted GF :“ G{pEzF q. Moreover, St has
|V pGF q| components Cv, v P V pGF q and |F | singular points p
eptq, e P F . The sections
pe : D˝F Ñ SF of the restricted family SF :“ S|D˝F Ñ D
˝
F are moreover continuous. Note
that by an abuse of the notation, we identify the set F with the set of edges of the
contracted graph GF .
Consider now the corresponding normalized familyrSF Ñ D˝F .
That is, in each fiber St, we consider the singular points p
eptq, e “ uv P F “ EpGF q,
and disconnect the smooth components Cu and Cv. That is, we replace the point p
eptq
by two different points peuptq and p
e
vptq, which lie on Cu and Cv, thereby making the
components disjoint. This can easily be made precise using standard coordinate neigh-
borhoods (it amounts to replacing points q with zeupqq “ z
e
vpqq “ 0 by two new points,
as in the normalization of a single fiber).
Doing this altogether, we get a holomorphic family rSF {D˝F . Each fiber of rSF is the dis-
joint union of the smooth Riemann surfaces Cv, v P V pGF q, the smooth irreducible
components of St. For each edge e “ uv of F , there are corresponding sections
peu, p
e
v : D
˝
F Ñ
rSF such that peu and pev lie in the components Cu and Cv, respectively.
Moreover, SF is obtained from rSF by glueing the sections peu and pev for each edge e P F
above any point t P D˝F .
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Recalling that D
hyb
π “ D
˝
F ˆ σ
˝
π, we can naturally extend
rSF Ñ D˝F to
(4.9) rSF ˆ σ˝π Ñ Dhybπ
and peu, p
e
v : D
˝
F Ñ
rSF to sections
(4.10) p˜eu, p˜
e
v : D
hyb
π Ñ
rSF ˆ σ˝π
for each edge e “ uv in F .
For later reference, we also introduce the following family: for each edge e P E, denote
the normalized family
(4.11) S˘e Ñ De,
which is constructed in the same way as above by resolving the singular points peptq,
t P B. We stress that S˘e is defined over the full stratum De (instead of the interior
part). In particular, if F contains the edge e, then D˝F Ď De, and it is also clear from
the construction that S˘e and rSF coincide on D˝F , except along the sections pf (of S˘e)
which has been separated into two sections pfu and p
f
v in rSF , for any edge f ‰ e in F .
In the same way, we see that the construction of ĂSF leaves normal smooth points
p P P 0 invariant. More formally, we have
(4.12)
!
q P P 0
ˇˇ
ppqq P D˝F
)
Ď rSF .
4.3.2. Metric graph part of hybrid curves. Next, we will construct the versal family of
intervals for the hybrid curves. For each edge e “ uv P F , define Ieπ Ď σ
˝
π ˆ R
2
ě0 by
(4.13) Ieπ “
!
px, λu, λvq P σ
˝
π ˆ R
2
ě0
ˇˇ
λu ` λv “ xe
)
.
Clearly, the natural projection map to the first factor pr1 : I
e
π Ñ σ
˝
π is continuous and
the fiber of any point x “ pxf qf P σ
˝
π can be identified with the standard interval of
length xe ą 0 in R
2
ě0. Moreover, I
e
π{σ
˝
π is a fiber bundle, topologically isomorphic to
the trivial bundle pσ˝π ˆ r0, 1sq{σ
˝
π .
It is also clear that the following sections
seu : σ
˝
π ÝÑ I
e
π, pxf qf ÞÑ px, 0, xeq
sev : σ
˝
π ÝÑ I
e
π, pxf qf ÞÑ px, xe, 0q
are continuous. Informally, for each point x P σ˝π, we see the fiber I
e
π|x as the edge of the
graph GF and s
e
upxq and s
e
vpxq are the endpoints corresponding to the vertices u and v
of e, respectively.
Finally, recalling that D
hyb
π “ D
˝
F ˆ σ
˝
π, we can naturally extend I
e
π Ñ σ
˝
π to
(4.14) D˝F ˆ I
e
π Ñ D
hyb
π
and seu, s
e
v : D
˝
F Ñ
rSF to sections
(4.15) s˜eu, s˜
e
v : D
hyb
π Ñ D
˝
F ˆ I
e
π
for each edge e “ uv in F .
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4.3.3. Construction of S
hyb
. In the following, we combine the previous steps to define
the family S
hyb
π over the hybrid stratum D
hyb
π . Roughly speaking, we connect the disjoint
components Cv in the normalized family by putting the interval Ie between p˜
e
u and p˜
e
v.
For every partition π of some non-empty subset F Ď E, from the preceding consider-
ations we get the normalized hybrid familyrS hybπ :“ ´ rSF ˆ σ˝π¯\ ´ ğ
ePF
D˝F ˆ I
e
π
¯
,
obtained as the fibered sum over D
hyb
π of the families
rSF ˆ σ˝π and D˝F ˆ Ieπ, for e P F .
The normalized hybrid family thus comes with a map (see (4.9) and (4.14))
rphybπ : : rS hybπ Ñ Dhybπ
and continuous sections p˜eu, p˜
e
v, s˜
e
u, s˜
e
v : D
hyb
π Ñ
rS hybπ (see (4.10) and (4.15)).
Finally, we define S
hyb
π by glueing together the section p˜
e
u with s˜
e
v and the section s˜
e
u
with p˜ev. More precisely, S
hyb
π is the quotient under an equivalence relation,
(4.16) S
hyb
π :“
rS hybπ { „,
where for each point t P B
hyb
, the two points p˜euptq and s˜
e
uptq identified, and similarly
for p˜evptq and s˜
e
vptq.
Equipping S
hyb
π with the quotient topology, we get a continuous map
(4.17) p
hyb
π : S
hyb
π Ñ D
hyb
π
By construction, the fiber S
hyb
π |t at some t “ pt, xq P D
hyb
π is the metrized complex
MC xpStq defined by the fiber St and the edge lengths of x. To turn S
hyb
π |t into a hybrid
curve, we add the data of the ordered partition π (see Section 2.11). So altogether, S
hyb
π
is a family of hybrid curves over D
hyb
π , which all have GF as their underlying graph and
π as their layering.
Notice that S
hyb
π consists of three different types of points: it decomposes naturally as
(4.18) S
hyb
π “ P
0
π \P
1
π \P
2
π
for the following three sets:
‚ P0π is the set of all points in S
hyb
π , which are smooth points of some component
Cv of their corresponding fiber. More formally, we can write this set as (see
(4.12) and (4.16))
(4.19) P0π :“
ğ
t“pt,xqPD
hyb
pi
pSt X P
0q ˆ σ˝F “ pP
0 X SF q ˆ σ
˝
F Ď S
hyb
π .
‚ P1π consists of all points of attachment of intervals in the fibers. More precisely,
(4.20) P1π :“
ğ
tPD
hyb
pi
ğ
ePF
!
peuptq,p
e
vptq
)
.
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‚ P2π is the set of all points in S
hyb
π , which lie in the strict interior of some interval
of their corresponding fiber. That is,
(4.21) P2π :“
´ ğ
ePF
D˝F ˆ I
e
π
¯
zP1π Ď S
hyb
π .
Here, for notational convenience, we identified peuptq ” s˜
e
uptq and p
e
vptq ” s˜
e
vptq.
Finally, as a set, we introduce the family S
hyb
by (4.5), namely, by
(4.22) S
hyb
:“ S˚ \
ğ
∅ĹFĎE
ğ
πPΠpEq
S
hyb
π .
Moreover, recalling the decomposition D “
Ů
πD
hyb
π , we see that the projection maps
p
hyb
π (4.17), stratum by stratum, glue together to define the hybrid projection map
(4.23) p
hyb
: S
hyb
Ñ D
hyb
.
Notice that over S˚ Ď S
hyb
, the hybrid projection p
hyb
coincides with the original pro-
jection p : S˚ Ñ B˚ for the original versal family S. In the sequel, if there is no risk of
confusion, we drop the mention of hybrid and use the same notation p for both maps.
4.3.4. The topology on S
hyb
. It remains to introduce a suitable topology on S
hyb
π . Clearly,
the non-trivial part is to define a good notion of convergence for points in one subfamily
S
hyb
π to points in another subfamily S
hyb
π1 (see (4.5)). Similar to the case of the hybrid
base D
hyb
π , we will overcome this problem by using normalized logarithmic coordinates.
More precisely, the following Log-maps will play a crucial role: fix e P E and assume
that p is a point in the set P e Ď S (see (4.6)). Suppose further that pW, zq is a standard
coordinate neighborhood for p in S (see (4.8)). Then we define the corresponding Log-
map as
(4.24)
Loge : W z p
´1pDeq ÝÑ Rě0
q ÞÑ log |z
e
upqq|
log |zepqq|
,
where zepqq :“ ppqqe “ z
e
upqqz
e
vpqq and p : S Ñ B is the projection map.
Remark 4.2. The above Log-maps relate to a coordinate change to normalized log-
arithmic polar coordinates, i.e., zeu Ø pτe, logpz
e
uq{ logpzeqq. This will turn out crucial
later in context related with canonical measures (see Section 9.4.1), since the one-forms
involved have precisely logarithmic singularities. ˛
Now we proceed with the definition of the topology on S
hyb
. It suffices to specify
for each point p P S
hyb
, its system of neighborhoods Vppq. In fact, in the following we
will define a neighborhood subbase V0ppq for p. The total neighborhood system Vppq is
then obtained by taking first all intersection of finitely many sets in V0ppq and then all
supersets of such sets.
Fix some point p P S
hyb
π and assume that p P S
hyb
π for the ordered partition π of some
F Ď E (here, S
hyb
π∅
:“ S˚ for the empty partition π∅ of F “ ∅). Let t “ pt, xq :“ pppq P
B
hyb
be the hybrid base point of the fiber containing p. The neighborhood subbase
V0ppq will contain two different types of sets W .
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First of all, for each neighborhood U of the hybrid base point t in B
hyb
, we add its
preimage W “ p´1pUq to V0ppq (see (4.23)). Clearly, this ensures the continuity of the
hybrid projection p : S
hyb
Ñ D
hyb
.
The second type of sets in V0ppq clarifies the topological relation between the sub-
families in (4.5), defined over different strata of the hybrid base. These sets are of the
form
(4.25) W “
ğ
π1ĺπ
Wπ1
where each Wπ1 Ď S
hyb
π1 . To define the sets W of the second type, we proceed by case
distinction using the decomposition (4.18). Assume that...
(i) p is a smooth point in its fiber, that is, p belongs to P0π (see (4.19)). Then
p “ pp, yq for some y P σ˝F and a normal smooth point p P P
0. The idea is then
to transfer neighborhoods of p in S to S
hyb
in a suitable way.
SupposeWp is a neighborhood of p in S containing only normal smooth points,
i.e. Wp Ď P
0. Then we set (see (4.12) and (4.16))
(4.26) Wπ1 :“
´ ď
tPD˝
F 1
pWp X Stq
¯
ˆ σ˝π1 “
´
pW X SF 1q
¯
ˆ σ˝π1 Ď S
hyb
π1
for any ordered partition π1 with π1 ĺ π, with F 1 “ Eπ1 , and define W Ď S
hyb
by (4.25). Notice that W consists only of smooth points of the corresponding
metrized complexes, that is, Wπ1 Ď P
0
π1 for all π
1
ĺ π1.
(ii) p is the attachment point of an interval in its fiber, that is, p belongs to P1π
(see (4.20)). It follows that p “ peuptq or p “ p
e
vptq for some edge e P F . The
definition of Wπ1 then depends on whether the partition π
1 contains the edge e.
If it does, then the singularity along the section pe was resolved also in S
hyb
π1 .
Thus, roughly speaking, S
hyb
π1 looks locally like the normalized family S˘e (see
(4.11)) with some interval attached. Hence we defineWπ1 by using neighborhoods
of S˘e and end parts of intervals. If π
1 does not contain the edge e, then we use
the Log-maps introduced above.
In the following, we formalize this idea. Let us assume that p “ peuptq (the
other case, p “ pevptq, can be treated similarly).
Choose some standard neighborhood U of the point peptq in S. Fix further a
neighborhood Wt of p
eptq in S with Wt Ď U , a neighborhood W
1
t of p
e
uptq in S˘e
and some ε ą 0.
For an ordered partition π1 with π1 ĺ π, suppose that...
– π1 contains the edge e (that is, e P F 1). Similar to (4.26), we then have
(after identifying points of the form p˜eupsq with p
e
upsq),´ ď
sPD˝
F 1
W 1t X p pSe|sq¯ˆ σ˝F 1
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is a subset of S
hyb
π1 . More precisely, the above set is contained in P
0
π1 \P
1
π1 .
For the interval part, notice that 
ps, y, λeu, λ
e
vq P D
˝
F 1 ˆ I
e
π1|λ
e
u{xe ď ε
)
Ď P1π1 \P
2
π1 ,
where we are again identifying points of the form s˜eupsq P I
e
π1 with p
e
upsq.
Roughly speaking, this corresponds to taking interval parts r0, εs in the
intervals of the metrized complex. Taking the union of the above two sets,
we define Wπ1 Ď S
hyb
π1 . By definition, Wπ1 contains points of all three types
described in (4.18).
– π1 does not contain the edge e. Using the Log-map on Wt, we then set
Wπ1 :“
!
q P WtzP
e
ˇˇ
Logepqq ď ε and ppqq P D
˝
F 1
)
ˆ σ˝π1 .
Clearly, we have Wπ1 Ď P
1
π1 (see (4.19)).
Finally, the whole neighborhood W of p is defined by combining the pieces Wπ1 ,
π1 ĺ π, according to (4.25).
(iii) p is the interior point of an interval in its fiber, that is, p belongs to P2π (see
(4.20)). Then formally, p “ pt, x, λeu, λ
e
vq for some edge e P F and 0 ă λ
e
u, λ
e
v ă xe
with λeu ` λ
e
v “ xe.
In this case, we follow the same strategy as before and fix a standard neigh-
borhood U of the point peptq in S, a neighborhood Wt of p
eptq in S with Wt Ď U
and some small ε ą 0.
Suppose now that π1 is an ordered partition with π1 ĺ π. Assume that...
– π1 contains the edge e. Then we define
Vπ1 :“
!`
s, y, λ˜eu, λ˜
e
v
˘
P D˝F 1 ˆ I
e
π1
ˇˇˇ
|λ˜eu{ye ´ λ
e
u{xe| ď ε
)
.
By definition, Wπ1 Ď P
2
π1 .
– If not, then we use again the Log-map to define
Vπ1 :“
!
q PWtzP
e
ˇˇˇ
|Logepqq ´ λ
e
u{xe| ď ε and ppqq P D
˝
F 1
)
ˆ σ˝π1
Again, we have the Wπ1 Ď P
1
π1 (see (4.19)).
Finally, as in the previous case we obtain W by combining the pieces Wπ1 ac-
cording to (4.25).
Now we can finish the definition of the neighborhood subbase V0ppq. That is, we add
to it all sets W which can be constructed in the way described above (ranging over all
ε ą 0 and neighborhoods U , Wt and so on).
Finally, the topology on S
hyb
is the unique one such that V0ppq is a neighborhood
subbase for each p P S
hyb
. In fact, after a routine calculation we see that the related
neighborhood system Vppq satisfies the axioms of a neighborhood system. Hence such a
topology indeed exists. Moreover, we stress once again that by construction the hybrid
projection map p : S
hyb
Ñ B
hyb
is continuous.
Remark 4.3. The topological space S
hyb
has the following properties.
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(i) S
hyb
is a second countable, locally compact Hausdorff space and in particular,
B
hyb
is metrizable.
(ii) S
hyb
is a continuous family of hybrid curves over B
hyb
.
(iii) On each S
hyb
π Ď S
hyb
(see (4.5)), the induced topology from S
hyb
coincides with
the one introduced on S
hyb
π in the previous section.
˛
4.4. Hybrid moduli space of stable curves. Let g and n be two non-negative inte-
gers verifying 3g ´ 3` g ` n ě 0. If g “ 1, we impose moreover that n ě 1.
4.4.1. Stratification of M g,n by stable graphs with markings. A nice reference for the
materials which follow in this short subsection is [ACP15] which already makes connec-
tion to the moduli space of tropical curves. Once again, we emphasize that our notion
of tropical curve differs from the one considered in [ACP15]. The tropical moduli space
underlying our tropical curves should be a refinement of the one studied in [ACP15].
Let Mg,n be the moduli space of stable curves of genus g with n markings. Since
our primary purpose is to prove the continuity theorem stated in Theorem 1.2, and for
that it does not matter to distinguish between the fine and the coarse moduli space, we
denote with the same notation both the moduli stack and its coarse moduli space, and
make it explicit each time we talk about one but not the other. Denote by M g,n the
Deligne-Mumford compactification of Mg,n, obtained by adding stable curves of genus
g with n marked points to Mg,n.
There is a stratification of M g,n by combinatorial types of genus g stable dual graphs
with n marked points G. Denoting by MG the stratum corresponding to the stable
graph with n marked points G of genus g, we have
M g,n “
ğ
G: stable marked graph of genus g
MG.
The stratum MG can be further described as follows. Consider the stable graph with
n marked points G “ pV,E, g,mq. Let n : V Ñ NY t0u be the counting function which
at each vertex v counts the number of labels placed at v.
For each vertex v, consider the moduli space Mgpvq,degpvq`npvq, and the productĂMG :“ ź
vPV
Mgpvq,degpvq`npvq .
Denote by AutpGq the automorphism group of the the marked stable graph G. The
group AutpGq naturally acts on ĂMG, through the decomposition as a product of factors,
and we have
MG » ĂMG{AutpGq,
where the quotient is understood in the sense of stacks,
“ ĂMG{AutpGq‰, if we were work-
ing with the moduli stacks.
We now describe the closure of MG in M g,n. Recall that in Section 2 we defined a
partial order on stable graphs (with marking) of given genus g by saying G ď H if G
can be obtained by a sequence of edge-contractions from H. We refer to that section for
more details.
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The closure of MG in M g,n is given by
MG “
ğ
GďH
MH .
We denote by Cg,n the universal family of curves with n markings over Mg,n. By an
abuse of the notation, the universal family of stable curves with n markings over M g,n
is also denoted by Cg,n.
4.4.2. Moduli space of tropical curves of given combinatorial type. Let G “ pV,E, g,mq
be a stable graph of genus g with n marked points. We define the moduli space of tropical
curves of combinatorial type G by
M
trop
G :“
ğ
π ordered partition of E
σ˝π
endowed with a natural topology, compatible with the hybrid topology, that we describe
in Section 6. The group AutpGq naturally acts on M
trop
G by permutation of the edges.
4.4.3. Hybrid moduli space. Let G “ pV,E, g,mq be a stable graph of genus g with n
marked points. The group AutpGq acts naturally on ĂMG and on M tropG . From these
two actions, we get a diagonal action of AutpGq on the product ĂMGˆM tropG , and define
the hybrid stratum M
hyb
G associated to G as
M
hyb
G :“ p
ĂMG ˆM tropG qLAutpGq.
Again, if we were working with the fine moduli, this quotient should be understood in a
stacky sense
”
p ĂMG ˆM tropG qLAutpGqı.
We now give an alternative characterization of these hybrid strata which allows to
give a more precise definition of these spaces as hybrid stacky stratum.
Let G “ pV,E, g,mq be a stable dual graph with n markings. Consider an ordered
partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq of E and denote by pG,πq the corresponding layered stable
graph with markings. Denote by AutpG,πq the subgroup of AutpGq consisting of those
elements which preserve the ordered partition given by layers, i.e., which respect the
corresponding filtration Fπ. We define
M
hyb
G,π :“
ĂMGLAutpG,πq ˆ σ˝π,
which is, again, when working with fine moduli, understood as a product of a Deligne-
Mumford stack and a products of open simplices.
The hybrid stratum M
hyb
G can be identified as
M
hyb
G “
ğ
πPΠpEq
M
hyb
G,π.
Definition 4.4 (Hybrid moduli spaces as a set). The hybrid moduli space M
hyb
g,n is
defined by
M
hyb
g,n :“
ğ
G
ğ
πPΠpEpGqq
M
hyb
G,π
where the first union is over all stable graphs of genus g with n markings. ˛
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It follows that each point of M
hyb
g,n corresponds to the data of a stable curve of genus g
with n markings, an ordered partition of the edge set and a non-negative length function
on the edges of the corresponding dual graph. This means each point naturally gives
rise to a hybrid curve with n markings. We denote by C
hyb
“ C
hyb
g,n the universal hybrid
curve over M
hyb
g,n which has as fiber over a point t P M
hyb
g,n , the hybrid curve of genus g
with n marked points C
hyb
t
represented by t.
4.5. Hybrid topology. In this section, we describe the hybrid topology on the hybrid
moduli spaces.
Consider a point s0 in M g,n, and denote by B the analytified versal deformation space
of the corresponding stable curve (with n marked points) S0 :“ Cb0 . This way, we get
an étale open chart B Ñ M g,n around s0.
Let B
hyb
be the hybrid deformation space, defined in Section 4.2, obtained by the
general constructions worked out in Section 3. By construction, the group AutpGq
naturally acts on B
hyb
. Consider the quotient B
hyb
{AutpGq with its quotient topology
induced from the hybrid topology of B
hyb
.
Proposition 4.5. The collection of sets B
hyb
{AutpGq form a covering of M
hyb
g,n.
Proof. This follows from the description of B
hyb
{AutpGq obtained as follows. Denote by
G0 the dual stable graph of S0 with n markings, and let π be an ordered partition of
E0 “ EpG0q. Let pG0, πq be the corresponding layered stable graph. Then we have
B
hyb
{AutpG0q “
ğ
πPΠpEbq
”
D˝π{AutpG0, πq
ı
ˆ σ˝π.
Since D˝π give a covering of the space
ĂMG,π, the result follows. 
Definition 4.6 (Hybrid topology). We say that all the sets B
hyb
{AutpGq are open in
M
hyb
g,n , and define the hybrid topology on M
hyb
g,n as the one generated by the open covering
B
hyb
{AutpGq. ˛
4.6. Universal hybrid curve. It follows that locally, for the local charts B
hyb
{AutpGq
considered in the previous section, the universal hybrid curve C
hyb
g,n restricts to the versal
hybrid curve C
hyb
{B
hyb
descended over B
hyb
{AutpGq, by the invariance of the versal
hybrid curve under the action of AutpGq on the base. We endow the universal hybrid
curve C
hyb
g,n with the topology induced by these local charts.
4.7. Towers of hybrid moduli spaces. Using the constructions outlined in Sec-
tion 3.4, we can actually go further and define a tower of hybrid spaces
M
hybp0q
g,n ÐÝ M
hybp1q
g,n ÐÝ M
hybp2q
g,n ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÐÝ M
hybpN´1q
g,n ÐÝ M
hyb
g,n(4.27)
interpolating between M g,n and M
hyb
g,n . Here N “ 3g ´ 3` n is the dimension of Mg,n.
Moreover, over each member of the tower, we get the corresponding universal hybrid
curve C
hybprq
g,n , forming a tower
C
hybp0q
g,n ÐÝ C
hybp1q
g,n ÐÝ C
hybp2q
g,n ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÐÝ C
hybpN´1q
g,n ÐÝ C
hyb
g,n(4.28)
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compatible with (4.27).
5. Canonical measures
The aim of this section is to introduce the main objects of study in this paper which
are canonical measures on different types of objects, metric graphs, Riemann surfaces
and hybrid curves.
5.1. Canonical measure on metric graphs. In this section, we collect basic facts
about the canonical measure on compact metric graphs.
Let G “ pV,Eq be a finite connected graph of genus h and ℓ : E Ñ p0,8q an edge
length function. The corresponding metric graph is denoted by G . That is, G is the
topological space obtained by identifying each edge with a closed interval Ie of length
ℓpeq and identifying endpoints of intervals corresponding to the same vertex. There
are several equivalent ways to introduce the canonical measure on G . The original
definition of Zhang is based on the use of metric graph Laplacian and its associated
Green functions [Zha93], and generalizes the previous constructions of Chinburg and
Rumley [CR93] (note however that what is called canonical measure in [CR93] is different
from the one considered here, which is that of [Zha93]). In the following, we give three
different expressions which are convenient for our purposes.
First of all, recall the following expression in terms of spanning trees: For a spanning
tree T “ pV pT q, EpT qq of G, define its weight ωpT q as
(5.1) ωpT q “
ź
ePEzEpT q
ℓpeq.
The set of spanning trees of G is denoted by T pGq. The canonical measure on the metric
graph G is defined as (see, e.g., [BF11, equation (TC1)])
(5.2) µ
Zh
“
ÿ
ePE
1
ℓpeq
´ 1ř
TPT pGq ωpT q
ÿ
TPT pGq : eREpT q
ωpT q
¯
dλe,
with dλe the uniform Lebesgue measure on the edge e P E.
Moreover, the canonical measure can be expressed using the cycle space of G. Let
H “ H1pG,Zq be the first homology of G. By definition we have an exact sequence
0Ñ H1pG,Zq ÝÑ Z
E ÝÑ ZV Ñ 0.
For each edge e of the graph, denote by x¨ , ¨ye the bilinear form on R
E defined by
xx , yye :“ xeye
for any pair of elements x “ pxf qfPE , y “ pyf qfPE P R
E. We denote by qe the corre-
sponding quadratic form. Notice that any edge length function ℓ : E Ñ p0,8q defines
an inner product on RE given by
xx, yyℓ :“
ÿ
ePE
ℓpeqxx , yye “
ÿ
ePE
ℓexeye, x, y P R
E .
The corresponding quadratic form is denoted by qℓ. Let π : R
E Ñ H1pG,Rq be the
orthogonal projection (w.r.t. x¨ , ¨yℓ) of R
E onto its subspace H1pG,Rq. The canonical
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measure µ
Zh
is the measure on G given by (see, e.g., [SW19, Proposition 5.2])
(5.3) µ
Zh
“
ÿ
ePE
1
ℓ2e
qℓ
´
πpeq
¯
dλe.
Finally, we derive another expression for µ
Zh
which is closely related to (5.9). After
fixing a basis γ1, . . . , γh ofH, we can identify the quadratic form qe restricted toH1pG,Rq
with an h ˆ h symmetric matrix Me of rank at most one so that, thinking of elements
of H as column vectors, we have
(5.4) qepxq “
txMex.
For an edge length function ℓ : E Ñ p0,8q, the restriction of qℓ can be identified with
the hˆ h symmetric matrix
(5.5) Mℓ “
ÿ
ePE
ℓeMe.
We denote its inverse matrix by M´1ℓ . Recall that the pi, jq coordinate of a matrix A is
denoted by Api, jq.
Theorem 5.1. The canonical measure on Gℓ is the measure
ř
ePE µpeqdλe, where dλe
the uniform Lebesgue measure on the edge e and µpeq is given by
µpeq “
hÿ
i,j“1
M´1ℓ pi, jqγipeqγjpeq,
where γ1, . . . , γh is a basis of H1pG,Rq.
Proof. Taking into account (5.3), it will be enough to show that for all edges e P E,
qℓ
´
πpeq
¯
“ ℓ2e
hÿ
i,j“1
γipeqγjpeqM
´1
ℓ pi, jq.
Writing πpeq in the basis γ1, . . . , γh gives
πpeq “
hÿ
i“1
ae,iγi,
where the real coefficents ae,i are determined by the system of linear equationsÿ
j
ae,jxγj , γiy “ xπpeq, γiy “ xe, γiy “ ℓeγipeq
for e P E. This gives
Mℓ
´
ae,j
¯h
j“1
“
´
ℓeγipeq
¯h
i“1
,
from which it follows that ´
ae,j
¯h
j“1
“M´1ℓ
´
ℓeγipeq
¯h
i“1
.
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We infer that
q
´
πpeq
¯
“ xπpeq, πpeqy “
´
ae,j
¯T
Mℓ
´
ae,j
¯
(5.6)
“
´
ℓeγipeq
¯T
M´1ℓ MℓM
´1
ℓ
´
ℓeγipeq
¯
(5.7)
“ ℓ2e
hÿ
i,j“1
γipeqγjpeqM
´1
ℓ pi, jq.(5.8)

5.2. Canonical measure on a Riemann surface. Let S be a compact Riemann
surface of positive genus g. Denote by Ω1pSq the vector space of holomorphic one-forms
ω on S. It has complex dimension g. We have a hermitian inner product on Ω1pSq
defined by
xω1, ω2y :“
i
2
ż
S
ω1 ^ ω¯2.
Choosing an orthonormal basis of η1, . . . , ηg of Ω
1pSq, we define the canonical measure
of S by
µ
Ar
“
i
2
gÿ
j“1
ηj ^ η¯j ,
which is a positive density measure of total mass g on S.
An alternate description of µ
Ar
can be given as follows. Let a1, . . . , ag, b1, . . . , bg be
a symplectic basis of H1pS,Zq. This means for the intersection pairing x¨, ¨y between
1-cycles in S, we have
xai, ajy “ xbi, bjy “ 0
and
xai, bjy “ δi,j.
Let ω1, . . . , ωg be an adapted basis of Ω
1pSq in the sense thatż
aj
ωi “ δi,j
and define the period matrix of S by
Ω “
´
Ωi,j
¯
“
´ż
bj
ωi
¯g
i,j“1
.
Denote by ImpΩq the imaginary part of Ω. This is a symmetric positive definite real
matrix. Denote by ImpΩq´1 the inverse of ImpΩq.
Then we have
(5.9) µ
Ar
“
i
2
gÿ
j,k“1
ImpΩq´1i,j ωi ^ ω¯j
where ImpΩq´1i,j is the pi, jq-coordinate of the matrix ImpΩq
´1.
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5.3. Metrized curve complexes. Let S be a semistable curve of arithmetic genus g
and denote by G “ pV,E, gq its augmented dual graph (which has genus g). For each
vertex v of G, let Cv be the (normalization of the) corresponding irreducible component
of S, which is thus a smooth curve of genus gpvq. For each edge e “ uv, denote by peu
the point of Cu which corresponds to the edge e.
Given a length function ℓ : E Ñ R` which to any edge e associates the positive
real ℓe, recall that the metrized curve complex MC ℓ “ MC ℓpSq is the topological
space defined by taking the complex analytification of the complex Cv, for v P V , and
inserting a segment Ie of length ℓe between the two marked points p
e
u and p
e
v of Cu and
Cv, respectively.
Let G “ Gℓ be the metric graph associated to pG, ℓq, and let µZh “
ř
ePE µpeqdλe be
the canonical measure on G .
The canonical measure µ
Zh-Ar
on the metrized complex MC ℓ is the measure of total
mass g whose restriction to the interval Ie coincides with µpeqdλe, for each edge e P E,
and whose restriction to the component Cv is equal to the canonical measure µAr on Cv
for any vertex v P V with gpvq ‰ 0. By definition, µ
Zh-Ar
does not have any mass on
components of the metrized complex which are of genus zero.
5.4. Tropical curves. Let C
trop
“ pG , πq. Recall that this means G is an augmented
metric graph which has a finite graph model G “ pV,Eq with an edge length function
ℓ : E Ñ R`, and we have an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq of the edge set E, for
some integer r. Denote by g : V Ñ NY t0u the corresponding genus function.
Denote by grjπpG q the metric graph associated to the graded minor gr
j
πpGq and the
edge length function ℓj : πj Ñ Rą0, the restriction of ℓ to πj . Denote by µ
j
Zh
the
canonical measure of the metric graph grjπpG q. By an abuse of the notation, we denote
by µj
Zh
the corresponding measure in G with support in intervals Ie for e P πj . We can
write
µj
Zh
“
ÿ
ePπj
µjpeqdλe
for uniform Lebesgue measures dλe on the interval Ie.
We define the canonical measure µcan of the tropical curve C
trop
as
µcan :“
ÿ
vPV
gpvqδv `
rÿ
j“1
ÿ
ePπj
µjpeqdλe.
5.5. Hybrid curves. Consider now a hybrid curve C
hyb
, which, recall, by definition is a
metrized complex MC with the underlying graph G “ pV,Eq, the edge length function ℓ
and an ordered partition π of the edge set E. Denote by C
trop
the corresponding tropical
curve. For each vertex v, let Cv be the corresponding smooth compact Riemann surface
of genus gpvq. The canonical measure µcan on C
hyb
is by definition the measure which
restricts to the canonical measure of the tropical curve C
trop
on the intervals Ie, for each
edge e P E, and which coincides with the canonical measure on each Riemann surface
Cv of positive genus gpvq ą 0.
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The following is straightforward.
Proposition 5.2. Let q : C
hyb
Ñ C
trop
be the natural forgetful projection map which
contracts each Riemann surface Cv to the vertex v of C
trop
. The pushout of the canonical
measure on C
hyb
by q coincides with the canonical measure of C
trop
.
Note finally that canonical measures on hybrid curves provide a common generaliza-
tion of all the previously introduced notions of canonical measures on metric graphs,
Riemann surfaces and metrized curve complexes.
6. Continuity of the universal canonically measured tropical curve
The aim of this section is to prove that the universal family C
trop
G of canonically mea-
sured tropical curves with a given combinatorial type G “ pV,E, gq form a continuous
family over the moduli space M
trop
G , introduced in Section 4.4.2. The result will be
needed in the last section to conclude the proof of the main theorem.
The theorem we prove in this section reads as follows.
Theorem 6.1 (Continuity: tropical curves). The universal family of canonically mea-
sured tropical curves C
trop
G of given combinatorial type G over M
trop
G is a continuous
family.
We start by recalling the definition of M
trop
G , making precise its topology, and defining
the universal tropical curve.
6.1. The moduli space M
trop
G . Let G “ pV,E, gq be a fixed augmented graph. The
moduli space of tropical curves of combinatorial type G denoted by M
trop
G is given as a
set by (see Section 4.4.2)
M
trop
G “
ğ
π ordered partition of E
σ˝π.
We will define a topology on M
trop
G by specifying for each point x P M
trop
G a system
of neighborhoods Upxq. It suffices to define a neighborhood base
`
U εpxq
˘
εą0
around
each x P M
trop
G .
Hence, assume that x P M
trop
G and ε ą 0 are fixed. Suppose that x P σ
˝
π Ă M
trop
G for
the ordered partition π of E. We will define U εpxq as a union
U εpxq :“
ď
π1ĺπ
U επ1 ,
where the subset U επ1 Ď σ
˝
π1 is defined as follows:
Assume that π1 “ pπ1iq
r
i“1 is an ordered partition of E and that π
1
ĺ π. In this case, π
has then the following form
(6.1) π “
´
p̺iqri“1
¯
,
where ̺i “ p̺ikqk is an ordered partition of π
1
i for i “ 1, . . . , r.
A point y P σ˝π1 belongs to U
ε
π1 if the following condition is satisfied:
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‚ For each i P t1, ..., ru, consider the ordered partition ̺i “ p̺ikq
ri
k“1 of π
1
i. Then
(6.2) max
k
#ř
eP̺i
k`1
yeř
eP̺i
k
ye
+
ă ε and max
k
max
eP̺i
k
ˇˇˇ
yeř
eˆP̺i
k
yeˆ
´ xe
ˇˇˇ
ă ε.
This defines a topology on M
trop
G as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. There is a unique topology on M
trop
G such that Upxq coincides with the
system of neighborhoods for any x P M
trop
G .
It is also clear that M
trop
G is a second countable and compact Hausdorff space. We
now characterize the convergence of sequences, similar to Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 6.3. Let x P M
trop
G and assume x P σ
˝
π for an ordered partition π P ΠpEq.
Suppose that pxnqn is a sequence in M
trop
G . Then:
(a) If xn converges to x in M
trop
G , then almost all xn belong to a stratum σ
˝
π1 of
ordered partitions π1 of E with π1 ĺ π.
(b) Assume that pxnqn Ď σ
˝
π1 for some fixed ordered partition π
1
ĺ π. In particular, π
is of the form (6.1). Then xn converges to x in M
trop
G if and only if the following
condition holds:
‚ Let ̺i “ p̺ikqk be one of the ordered partitions in (6.1). For all k and e P ̺
i
k,
(6.3) lim
nÑ8
xn,eř
eˆP̺i
k
xn,eˆ
“ xe.
Moreover, if e P ̺ik and e
1 P ̺ik1 with k ă k
1, then
(6.4) lim
nÑ8
xn,e1
xn,e
“ 0
Proof. The claims are simple consequences of the definition of the topology on M
trop
G .

6.2. Universal tropical curve of given combinatorial type. Each element x P
M
trop
G corresponds to a tropical curve C
trop
x with underlying graph of combinatorial
type G “ pV,E, gq. That is, C
trop
x consists of the augmented metric graph Gx obtained
as the metric realization of the pair pG,xq, and the layers of Gx are defined by the
ordered partition π “ pπiq
r
i“1 P ΠpEq associated to x, i.e., such that σ
˝
π Q x.
We define the universal tropical curve C
trop
“ C
trop
G over M
trop
G as the one having
fiber C
trop
x over any point x P M
trop
G . Proceeding as in the definition of C
hyb
over the
versal deformation base B
hyb
, it can be obtained by defining fiber bundles Ie over M
trop
G
for each e P E, and then gluing the extremities of intervals Ie above any point x of the
base using the incidence relations between vertices and edges in G. This way, we also
get a topology on C
trop
.
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6.3. Tropical canonical measures. Let π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq be an ordered partition of E.
Recall the definition of the graded minors in this setting: we get two opposite filtrations
F
π
‚ : F0 “ H Ĺ F1 Ĺ F2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Fr “ E, and
E
‚
π : E
1
π “ E Ľ E
2
π Ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ľ E
r
π Ľ E
r`1
π “ H,
where Fj :“
Ť
iďj πi and E
j
π :“
Ť
iěj πi. We then define G
j
π “ pV,E
j
πq and the jth
graded minor of G is
(6.5) grjπpGq :“ G
j
π
L
Ej`1π ,
that is, grjπpGq is the graph obtained from G
j
π by contracting all edges of E
j`1
π . It has
vertex set denoted by V jπ and edge set πj .
For each x P σ˝π, denote by Gx the metric graph obtained as the metric realization
of pV,E, g, xq. We introduced in Section 5.4 a canonical measure on the tropical curve
C
trop
x corresponding to Gx with the layering induced by π. Recall that it is of the form
µcan “
ÿ
vPV
gpvqδv `
ÿ
ePE
µjpeqdλe,
where dλe denotes the uniform Lebesgue measure on the edge e P E and µ
jpeq is the
coefficient given by the canonical measure µj
Zh
on the metric graph grjπpGxq, which is the
metric realization of the graph grjπpGq with the edge length function x restricted on πj.
This means the canonical measure on the metric graph grjπpGxq is
µj
Zh
“
ÿ
ePπj
µjpeqdλe.
6.4. Proof of Theorem 6.1. The continuity property for tropical curves stated in
Theorem 6.1 will follow from the following lemma:
Lemma 6.4. Suppose ℓ P σ˝π, for an ordered partition π, and let pℓnqn Ď M
trop
G be a
sequence such that limnÑ8 ℓn “ ℓ in M
trop
G , and ℓn P σ
˝
E for all n. Then for all e P E,
(6.6) lim
nÑ8
µnpeqℓnpeq “ µpeqℓpeq
where µpeq and µnpeq, n P N are the edge coefficients of the canonical measure on the
tropical curves C
trop
“ pG , πq, where G is the metric realization of pV,E, g, ℓq, and
C
trop
n “ Gn is the tropical curve with underlying metric graph Gn, metric realization of
pV,E, g, ℓnq, and layering given by the trivial ordered partition pEq.
Proof. Let π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq with E “ π1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ πr. Let C
trop
n and C
trop
be the layered
tropical curves associated to ℓn and ℓ, respectively.
To prove (6.6), we use the definition of the canonical measure µcan on Gn given in
(5.2). Let T P T pGq be a fixed spanning tree of G and recall that its weight ωnpT q in
Gn is given by (see (5.1))
ωnpT q “
ź
eREpT q
ℓnpeq “
rź
i“1
ź
ePπizEpT q
ℓnpeq.
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We claim that the following limit
(6.7) ω8pT q :“ lim
nÑ8
ωnpT q
rź
i“1
´ ÿ
ePπi
ℓnpeq
¯´hipi
exists for all T P T pGq. Here hiπ is the genus of the graded minor gr
i
πpGq.
Assume first that T is of the form T “
Ťr
i“1 Ti, where each Ti is a spanning tree of
griπpGq. Recall from Section 2, Proposition 2.4, that every union of spanning trees of
the graded minors griπpGq is indeed a spanning tree of T , and the set of such spanning
trees is denoted by TπpGq. In this case, for all i “ 1, . . . , r, we getˇˇ
πizEpT q
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
EpgriπpGqqzEpTiq
ˇˇ
“ hiπ.
Moreover, since limnÑ8 ℓn “ ℓ in M
trop
G , the limit in (6.7) exists and equals
(6.8) ω8pT q “
rź
i“1
ź
ePπizEpTiq
ℓpeq “
rź
i“1
ωgripipTiq,
where ωgripipTiq denotes the weight of Ti in the graded minor gr
i
πpGq, equipped with the
edge lengths of ℓ P M
trop
G restricted to πj “ Epgr
i
πpGqq.
We now prove for all other spanning trees T of G, i.e., with T R TπpGq, the limit
defining ω8pT q is zero.
Let T P T pGq be an arbitrary spanning tree of G. Since griπpGq X T contains no
cycles, we get the inequality
(6.9)
ˇˇ
EiπzEpT q
ˇˇ
“
rÿ
j“i
ˇˇ
πjzEpT q
ˇˇ
ě hpGiπq “
rÿ
j“i
hjπ, i “ 1, . . . , r.
If equality holds true in (6.9), then pV,Eiπ X EpT qq is a spanning tree of G
i
π for all
i “ 1, . . . , r. However, it is easy to see that then T i :“ griπ XT is a spanning tree of gr
i
π.
That is, T P TπpGq and this case was already treated above. Hence we can assume that
the inequality in (6.9) is strict for some i0 P t1, . . . , ru. Using this, we now show that
the limit in (6.7) is zero in this case.
To prove this, we will find a decomposition of the edges of EpGqzEpT q into a disjoint
union
EzEpT q “
rğ
i“1
̺i
where each ̺i is a subset of
Ť
jěi πjzEpT q and contains exactly h
i
π edges. Such a
decomposition can be indeed easily constructed inductively, starting from ̺r: by (6.9),
there are at least hrπ edges in πrzEpT q and choosing h
r
π of them, we define ̺r. Now
assume we already constructed edge sets ̺i`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ̺r with the claimed properties. By
(6.9), the total number of edges in
Ť
jěi πjzEpT q which are not already contained in one
of the ̺j with j ě i` 1, is
rÿ
j“i
ˇˇ
πjzEpT q
ˇˇ
´
rÿ
jąi
ˇˇ
̺j
ˇˇ
“
rÿ
j“i
ˇˇ
πjzEpT q
ˇˇ
´
rÿ
jąi
hjπ ě h
i
π.
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Hence, ̺i can be defined by choosing h
i
π many of the remaining edges of
Ť
jěi πjzEpT q.
Proceeding inductively, we end up with a sequence p̺iq
r
i“1 with the claimed properties.
Notice that by our assumption on T , one of the edge sets ̺i must contain an edge from
some πj with j ą i. Since limnÑ8 ℓn “ ℓ in M
trop
G , it follows from the characterization
of the convergence sequence in M
trop
G , given in Proposition 6.3, that
ω8pT q “ lim
nÑ8
rź
i“1
ź
eP̺i
ℓnpeqř
eˆPπi
ℓnpeˆq
“ 0,
and we have proved our claim.
Taking into account now the representation (5.2), this proves that for all e P E,
lim
nÑ8
µnpeqℓnpeq “
ÿ
TPTpipGq :
eREpT q
ω8pT q
L ÿ
TPTpipGq
ω8pT q.
Assume now that the edge e P E belongs to the set πi of the partition π. Then it follows
from (6.8) that
lim
nÑ8
µnpeqℓnpeq “
´ ÿ
TiPT pgripipGqq :
eREpTiq
ωgripipTiq
M ÿ
TiPT pgripipGqq
ωgripipTiq
¯
ˆ
ś
j‰i
ř
TjPT pgr
j
pipGqq
ωgripipTiqś
j‰i
ř
TjPT pgr
j
pipGqq
ωgripipTiq
“
´ ÿ
TiPT pgripipGqq :
eREpTiq
ωgripipTiq{
ÿ
TiPT pgripipGqq
ωgripi pTiq
¯
.
Using (6.8) once again, we have arrived at the canonical measure on the graded minor
griπpGq. Recalling the definition of µ
can on the tropical curve C
trop
ℓ , this proves (6.6). 
Remark 6.5. One can obtain an alternative proof of Lemma 6.4 by using the represen-
tation (5.3) of µ
Zh
and arguing similar as in Section 9.4. ˛
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Lemma 6.4 proves the continuity at each point ℓ P M
trop
G through
the stratum σ˝pEq. The proof in the general case follows by fixing an ordered partition
π1 ĺ π and applying Lemma 6.4 to each graded graph grjπ1pGq. 
7. Monodromy
This section recalls basic results about degenerations of Riemann surfaces. In partic-
ular, we will recall an interpretation of the rank one symmetric matrices Me introduced
in (5.4) in terms of the monodromy of a degenerating family of Riemann surfaces. In
the next section, we relate these results to asymptotic of the period mapping. Our main
references are again [ABBF16,ACG11,Hof84]. We will use the notations of Section 4.1.
Let S0 be a stable curve of genus g with dual graph G “ pV,E, gq. From the discussion
of Section 4.1, we get an analytic family S Ñ B of stable Riemann surfaces over a
polydisc B of dimension N “ 3g ´ 3 with fiber S0 “ S0 over 0 P B. This means that
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B “ ∆ˆ∆ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ∆looooooooomooooooooon
N times
for ∆ a small disk around 0 in C. We have a collection of analytic
divisors De Ă B which are defined by equations tze “ 0u, where De is the locus of all
points t P B such that in the family p : S Ñ B, the fiber p´1ptq has a singular point
corresponding to e.
Let B˚ :“ Bz
Ť
ePE De and set S
˚ :“ p´1pB˚q to be the locus of points whose fibers
in the family π is smooth.
Fix a base-point 5 P B˚. The fundamental group π1
`
B˚, 5
˘
is isomorphic to ZE, with
a generator λe per edge e P E corresponding to a simple loop λe Ă B
˚ which is based at
5 and turns once around the divisor De, and which is moreover contractible in the space
Bz
Ť
e1‰eDe1 .
From the family p : S˚ Ñ B˚, we get the local system H :“ H1pS5,Zq on B
˚ which
is classified by the monodromy action of π1pB
˚, 5q on H1pS5,Zq. Since λe for e P E
form a system of generators for the fundamental group, it will be enough to describe the
monodromy action of each λe on H1pS5,Zq.
Picard-Lefschetz theory describes the action of λe on H1pS5,Zq as follows. There is a
vanishing cycle ae in H1pS5,Zq associated to the singular point pe of S0 such that the
monodromy action of λe is given by sending
λe : H1pS5,Zq ÝÑ H1pS5,Zq(7.1)
β ÞÑ β ´ xβ, aeyae,(7.2)
for any β in H1pS0,Zq. Here x¨ , ¨y denotes the intersection pairing between one-cycles
in H1pS5q.
7.1. Specialization. After possibly shrinking the polydisc B, the inclusion S0 ãÑ S
admits a deformation retraction S Ñ S0. It follows that S0 and S have the same
homology groups. From the composition of the inclusion S5 ãÑ S »homotopy S0 with the
homotopy equivalence, we get the specialization map
sp : H1pS5,Zq ÝÑ H1pS,Zq » H1pS0,Zq.
We admit the following proposition, cf. [ABBF16].
Proposition 7.1. The specialization map sp is surjective.
Let A Ă H1pS5,Zq denote the kernel of the specialization map. It corresponds pre-
cisely to the subspace spanned by the vanishing cycles ae. We have an exact sequence
0Ñ AÑ H1pS5,Zq
sp
ÝÑ H1pS0,Zq Ñ 0.
From the inclusion of subspaces Cv ãÑ S0, we get a short exact sequence
0Ñ
à
vPV
H1pCv,Zq ãÑ H1pS0,Zq Ñ H1pG,Zq Ñ 0.
Define
A1 “ A` sp´1
´à
vPV
H1pCv,Zq
¯
Ď H1pS5,Zq.
It follows that
(7.3) H1pS5,Zq{A
1 » H1pS0,Zq{
à
vPV
H1pCv,Zq » H1pG,Zq.
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Recall that a subspace H Ď H1pS5,Zq is called isotropic if for an pair of elements
a, b P H, the intersection pairing xa, by vanishes.
Proposition 7.2. The subspace A Ă H1pS5,Zq of vanishing cycles has rank equal to h
and is isotropic. Moreover, we have xA,A1y “ 0.
Proof. By surjectivity of the specialization map, we have
rankA “ rankH1pS5,Zq ´ rankH1pS0,Zq “ 2g ´ h´ 2
ÿ
vPV
gpvq “ h.
The vanishing cycles ae are disjoint for 5 chosen close to 0 P B, since they approach
different singular points pe P S0. Thus, xae, ae1y “ 0, which shows that the subspace A
is isotropic.
The space A1 contains A and cycles which can be deformed to a cycle on a component
Cv of S0. Since the elements of A vanish in S0, the pairing between A and cycles in any
Cv is trivial, and the result follows. 
It follows that the intersection pairing involving vanishing cycles reduces to a pairing
Aˆ
´
H1pS5,Zq{A
1
¯
Ñ Z.
7.2. Description of the monodromy action. Let Ne :“ Id´λe. By (7.1), for any
β P H1pS5,Zq, we have Nepβq “ xβ, aeyae. This shows that the image of Ne is contained
in A, which combined by the previous proposition implies Ne ˝ Ne “ 0. We infer that
Ne “ ´ logpλeq. Note that (7.1) implies that actually Ne is vanishing on A
1.
It follows that Ne : H1pS5,Zq Ñ A passes to the quotient by A
1 and induces
(7.4) H1pG,Zq » H1pS5,Zq{A
1 NeÝÝÑ A » pH1pS5,Zq{A
1q_ » H1pG,Zq
_.
Proposition 7.3. The bilinear form on H1pG,Zq given by the composition of maps in
(7.4) coincides with the bilinear form x¨ , ¨ye restricted to H1pG,Zq.
Proof. For convenience, we reproduce the proof from [ABBF16]. For any β P H1pS5,Zq,
the image sppβq of β by the specialization map in the quotient H1pS5,Zq{A
1 » H1pG,Zq,
see (7.3), can be identified with a cycle γ in the graph. Choose an orientation of the
edges and write γ “
ř
e nee. To find the coefficients ne, we consider the pairing xγ, aey “
xβ, aey. For all edges e
1 ‰ e, there is no intersection between e1 and ae, and for the edge
e, e and ae are transversal. This leads to the equation ne “ xβ, aey.
To conclude, note that the quadratic form on H1pS5,Zq associated to Ne sends β to
xβ, xβ, aeyaey “ n
2
e “ qepγq, where qe is the quadratic form on H1pG,Zq associated to
x¨ , ¨ye. From this the proposition follows. 
7.3. Admissible symplectic basis. Enumerate the vertices of the graph as v1, . . . , vn.
Define g0, . . . , gn by
gi “ h`
iÿ
j“1
gpviq.
Note that g0 “ h and gn “ g
By an admissible symplectic basis a1, . . . , ag, b1, . . . , bg for H1pS5,Zq we mean a basis
such that
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(1) a1, . . . , ah form a basis of the space of vanishing cycles A, and
(2) for any r “ 1, . . . , n, the collection of elements aj and bj for j “ gr´1` 1, . . . , gr
gives a basis of H1pCvr q in
H1pCvr ,Zq ãÑ H1pS0,Zq » H1pS5,Zq{A.
Note that in (2) the elements aj and bj seen in H1pCvr ,Zq necessarily form a symplec-
tic basis of H1pCvr ,Zq. Indeed, the pairing between A and A
1 is trivial in H1pS5,Zq, and
so the intersection pairing in H1pCvr ,Zq coincides with the one induced from H1pS5,Zq
via the specialization map.
For any edge e P E, the vanishing cycle ae can be decomposed as a linear combination
of the basis elements ai of A:
(7.5) ae “
hÿ
i“1
ce,iai.
Let B Ă H1pS5,Zq be the subspace generated by the basis elements b1, . . . , bh. As we
saw above, projection onto H1pSs0 ,Zq{A
1 provides an isomorphism B » H1pG,Zq. The
pairing x¨, ¨y gives an isomorphism B » A_, and the monodromy operators λe give maps
Ne : B ÝÑ A.
The following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 7.4. In terms of the basis b1, . . . , bh for B » H1pG,Zq, we can write
Me “
´
ce,ice,j
¯
1ďi,jďh
.
In the following, we will write A (respectively B) for the subspace of H1pSs0 ,Zq
generated by a1, . . . , ag (respectively b1, . . . , bg). The A is a maximal isotropic subspace
with A Ă A Ă A1.
Later on we will be working with hybrid curves which thus come with a layering
on their underlying dual graphs. that situation, we furthermore assume the following
assumption in the definition of the admissibility, described in the next section.
(3) the elements b1, . . . , bh form an admissible basis in the sense of Section 7.4 for
the homology group H1pG,Zq of the layered dual graph G.
7.4. Admissible basis for layered graphs and hybrid curves. In this section, we
provide a finer version of the notion of admissibility for the choice of a symplectic basis
of a hybrid curve. This will allow to provide a more refined control of the first h ˆ h
block matrices in the period matrices and their limits, corresponding to the spaces A
and B.
Let G “ pV,E, πq be a layered graph of genus h with the set of vertices V , the set of
edges E, and with the ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq of E of depth r corresponding to
the layers. Denote by Fπ‚ and E
‚
π the corresponding increasing and decreasing filtrations
of E,
F
π
‚ : F0 “ H Ĺ F1 Ĺ F2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Fr “ E
E
‚
π : E
1
π “ E Ľ E
2
π Ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ľ E
r
π Ľ E
r`1
π “ H.
Let
G “: G1π Ą G
2
π Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą G
r
π Ą G
r`1
π “ pV,Hq
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corresponding decreasing sequence of spanning subgraphs of G, with Gjπ “ pV,E
j
πq, and
let grjπpGq : G
j
π
L
E
j`1
π be the corresponding graded minor of G.
Recall that K j : G
j
π Ñ gr
j
πpGq is the contraction map. By an abuse of the notation,
we denote by K j : H1
`
G
j
π,Z
˘
Ñ H1
`
gr
j
πpGq,Z
˘
the corresponding map on the level of
homology groups. For future use, we record the following basic proposition.
Proposition 7.5. The map K j : H1
`
G
j
π,Z
˘
Ñ H1
`
gr
j
πpGq,Z
˘
is surjective.
7.4.1. Admissible basis for layered graphs. Notations as in the previous section, let
G “ pV,Eq be a layered graph of genus h with the underlying ordered partition π “
pπ1, . . . , πrq.
By genus formula, cf. Proposition 2.2, we have h “ h1π ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` h
r
π. Consider now the
partition
(7.6) rhs “ J1π \ J
2
π \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ J
r
π
into intervals J jπ of size h
j
π given by
J jπ :“
!
1`
j´1ÿ
i“1
hiπ, 2`
j´1ÿ
i“1
hiπ, . . . ,
jÿ
i“1
hiπ
)
.
An admissible basis for a layered graph with the ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq is
a basis γ1, . . . , γh of H1pG,Zq which verifies the following property.
‚ For each j “ 1, . . . , r, we have the following properties.
piq For each k P J jπ, the cycle γk lies in the spanning subgraph G
j
π of G. In
other words, all the edges of γk belong to E
j
π Ď E.
piiq The collection of cycles K jpγkq for k P J
j
π forms a basis of H1pgr
j
πpGq,Zq.
Proposition 7.6. Any layered graph G “ pV,Eq with ordered partition π admits an
admissible basis.
Proof. This is a consequence of the genus formula, cf. Proposition 2.2, and Proposi-
tion 7.5. We can indeed construct an admissible basis by first taking, for each j “
1, . . . , r, a basis γjk of gr
j
πpGq, for k P J
j
π, and then lifting these cycles to cycles γk in G
via the (surjective) projection maps K j : G
j
π Ñ gr
j
πpGq. It is easy to see that the cycles
γk form a basis of H1pG,Zq, and they obviously verify the two properties piq and piiq
listed above. 
7.4.2. Admissible basis for hybrid curves. Let C be a hybrid curve with underlying stable
curve S0 and layered dual graph G “ pV,E, πq. Let π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq be the ordered
partition of E obtained by the layers, which is of depth r.
Enumerate the vertices of the graph as v1, . . . , vn. Define g0, . . . , gn by
gi “ h`
iÿ
j“1
gpviq.
Note that g0 “ h and gn “ g.
An admissible symplectic basis for C is a basis a1, . . . , ag, b1, . . . , bg of H1pS5,Zq for 5
a fixed base point in B˚, which verifies the following properties.
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(1) the collection of elements a1, . . . , ah form a basis of the space of vanishing cycles
A Ď H1pS5,Zq;
(2) for any r “ 1, . . . , n, the collection of elements aj and bj for j “ gr´1` 1, . . . , gr
gives a basis of H1pCvr ,Zq in
H1pCvr ,Zq ãÑ H1pS0,Zq » H1pS5,Zq{A, and
(3) the elements b1, . . . , bh P B » H1pG,Zq form an admissible basis for the layered
graph G, in the sense of the previous section.
8. Period map
The aim of this section is to describe the period map for the variation of Hodge
structures H1pStq for t P B
˚, for the family p : S˚ Ñ B˚ described in the pervious
section. We refer to [ABBF16,Hof84] for more details.
Recall first that B “ ∆3g´3 and that B˚ “ Bz YePE De. Shrinking the polydisk
if necessary and making a choice of local parameters around 0 for De, we can write
B˚ » p∆˚qE ˆ∆3g´3´|E|. Let ĂB˚ be the universal cover of B˚. We get an isomorphismĂB˚ » HE ˆ∆3g´3´|E| where H is the Poincaré half-plane, and the mapĂB˚ Ñ B˚
is given by sending ze P H to expp2πizeq P ∆
˚. (To be more precise, the map is given
by ze P H to expp2πiczeq P ∆
˚ for some constant c ą 0. To simplify, we assume c “ 1.)
Denote by rS˚ the family of Riemann surfaces over rB˚ induced from the family S˚{B˚
We use the notation of the last section. So we have a fixed point 5 P B˚ and we fix a
lift 5˜ P ĂB˚ of 5. We choose an admissible symplectic basis
a1, . . . , ag, b1, . . . , bg P H1pS5,Zq “ A ‘B.
such that the space of vanishing cycles A is generated by a1, . . . , ah P A, and b1, . . . , bh
generate H1pS5,Zq{A
1 » H1pG,Zq as in (7.3), and the corresponding blocks Ii of size
gpviq give symplectic basis for H1pCvi ,Zq, for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Denote by rH the local system H1p rSt˜,Zq “ H1pSt,Zq for any t P B˚ and t˜ P rB˚
over it. The local system rH being trivial, we can spread out this symplectic basis to a
symplectic basis
a1,t˜, . . . , ag,t˜, b1,t˜, . . . , bg,t˜
of H1p rSt˜,Zq for any t P B˚ and t˜ P rB˚ over it.
Since A is isotropic and contains the subspace of vanishing cycles, the Picard-Lefschetz
formula (7.1) implies that the elements ai,t˜ only depend on t and not on t˜. Thus, we
will denote them merely by ai,t. The same remark actually applies for the basis ele-
ments bj,t˜ with j ą h. So the only non-trivial part of the symplectic basis regarding the
monodromy action is b1,t˜, . . . , bh,t˜.
If there is no risk of confusion, we drop t˜, and simply use ai and bi for the elements,
having in mind the dependency on t or t˜, with the above remarks.
The holomorphic vector bundle H bZ OB˚ admits a canonical extension to a holo-
morphic vector bundle over B. We denote this by HC. Moreover, the Hodge filtration
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F 0H bZ OB˚ can be extended to a coherent subsheaf of HC. This means we can find a
collection of holomorphic 1-forms tωiui“1,...,g on S such that, for each t P B, the forms
tωi,t :“ ωi|Stui“1,...,g are a basis of the holomorphic differentials on St and we have for
any t P B˚
(8.1)
ż
ai,t
ωj,t “ δi,j .
It follows that the period matrix for each fiber rS˚
t˜
in the family of Riemann surfaces ĂS˚
over rB˚ is
Ωt˜ “
˜ż
bi,t˜
ωj,t
¸
.
Let Hg be the Siegel domain defined as
Hg :“
!
g ˆ g complex symmetric matrix Ω | ImpΩq ą 0
)
.
We get the following.
Proposition 8.1. The period map of the variation of Hodge structures H1pSt,Zq over
B˚ is given by rΦ: ĂB˚ ÝÑ Hg(8.2)
t˜ ÞÝÑ
´ż
bi,t˜
ωj,t
¯
i,j
.(8.3)
The group Sp2gpRq acts on Hg byˆ
A B
C D
˙
Ω “ pAΩ `BqpCΩ`Dq´1.
The Siegel moduli space is a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack defined as the quotient
Ag “ Sp2gpZq zHg and parametrizes principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension
g. The image of the monodromy map for the local system H lives in Sp2gpZq.
We now provide an explicit description of the action of the logarithm of monodromy
maps Ne on the entries in (8.3), for e P E.
As before, for each edge e, we can write
(8.4) ae “
gÿ
i“1
ce,iai.
Moreover, since ae P A, the coefficients ce,i are zero for i ą h.
By the Picard-Lefschetz formula (7.1), we deduce that
Nepbiq “ xbi, aeyae “ ce,iae, .(8.5)
The forms ωj are defined globally over S
˚, so they are invariant under monodromy. The
integral of these forms with respect to the vanishing cycles is computed by
(8.6)
ż
ae
ωj “
hÿ
i“1
ce,i
ż
ai
ωj “ ce,i.
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Applying (8.5) and (8.6) we deduce
Ne
´ż
b
i,˜5
ωj,5
¯
“ xbi, aey
ż
ae
ωj “ ce,ice,j.
We introduce the g ˆ g matrices ĂMe “ ´ĂMepi, jq¯g
i,j“1
by
ĂMepi, jq :“
#
ce,ice,j if i, j ď h
0 otherwise.
By Proposition 7.4, the matrix ĂMe is the h ˆ h matrix Me from the previous sections
which we have filled with zeros to a gˆg matrix. In particular, the entries of this matrix
are all integers.
The logarithm of the monodromy of the element λe is given by the element of the Lie
algebra sp2gpZq as the 2g by 2g matrix
(8.7) Ne “
ˆ
0 ĂMe
0 0
˙
.
It follows that the image of the monodromy lives in Sp2gpZq and the map rΦ descends
to B˚, resulting in the following commutative diagram.
(8.8)
ĂB˚ rΦÝÝÝÝÑ Hg§§đ §§đ
B˚
Φ
ÝÝÝÝÑ Sp2gpZqzHg.
8.1. Asymptotic of the period map. The asymptotic of the period map can be
described by the Nilpotent Orbit Theorem. We refer to the paper by Schmidt [Sch73]
and Cattani-Kaplan-Schmidt [CKS86] for the basic case of variations of polarized pure
Hodge structures, needed here.
We separate the coordinate variables corresponding to the edges as zE , and write the
coordinates of any point t of B˚ as zE ˆ zEc. The coordinates in the universal cover ĂB˚
will be denoted by ζe. The projection ĂB˚ Ñ B˚ is given in these coordinates by
(8.9) ze “
#
expp2πiζeq, for e P E,
ζe, for e R E.
The twisted period map
(8.10) rΨpζq “ expp´ÿ
E
ζeNeqrΦpζq
takes values in the compact dual Dˇ of the period domain D “ Hg, and it is (essentially)
a flag variety parametrizing filtrations F ˚C2g which satisfy the conditions of being a
Hodge filtration of weight ´1 and genus g. The space Dˇ contains Hg as an open subset
and the action of the symplectic group Sp2gpZq can be extended to Dˇ.
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The twisted map rΨ is invariant under the transformation ζe ÞÑ ζe`1, and so descends
to a map Ψ : B˚ Ñ Dˇ.
The following result is the Nilpotent Orbit Theorem that we need. Recall that ∆ is
a disk of small radius and we denote B “ ∆3g´3. As before, for any point t P B, we
denote by Et the set of all e P E with zeptq “ 0.
Theorem 8.2 (Nilpotent orbit theorem). After shrinking the radius of ∆ if necessary,
the map Ψ extends to a holomorphic map
Ψ : B ÝÑ Dˇ.
Moreover, there exists a constant T0 such that for all t P B , if for e P Et, we have
Impζeq ě T0, then
expp
ÿ
ePEt
ζeNeqΨptq P Hg.
Moreover, there are constants C, β ą 0 so that we have the following estimation. For
each t P B, there exists a small open disc Ut Ď B containing t such that
dist
´rΦps˜q, exppÿ
ePEt
ζeps˜qNeqΨptq
¯
ď C
ÿ
ePEt
Impζeps˜qq
β expp´2π Impζeps˜qqq
for any s P UtzD and s˜ above s in rB˚ as long as Impζeps˜qq ě T0 for all e P Et.
Consider now the period maprΦ: ĂB˚ ÝÑ Hg
t˜ ÞÝÑ Ωt˜ “
´ż
bi,t˜
ωj,t
¯
i,j
.
Proposition 8.3. Notations as in the previous section, we getrΨpt˜q “ Ωt˜ ´ ÿ
ePE
ζept˜qĂMe.
It follows from the nilpotent orbit theorem that we can write rΨpt˜q “ Λt P Hg for any
t P B˚ and t˜ a point of rB˚ above t. Moreover, the family of matrices Λt can be extended
to a family over B by Λt “ Ψptq for the extension Ψ : B Ñ Dˇ.
Moreover, we get for any t P B,
expp
ÿ
ePEt
ζeNeqΨptq “ Λt `
ÿ
ePEt
ζtĂMe P Hg
provided Impζeq ě T0 for all e P Et.
Furthermore, for constants C, β as in the statement of the theorem, for any point
t P B, denoting by Et the set of all edges e P E with zeptq “ 0, we get the estimate
dist
´
Ωs˜,Λt `
ÿ
ePEt
ζeps˜qĂMe¯ ď C ÿ
ePEt
Impζeps˜qq
β expp´2π Impζeps˜qqq
for all points s˜ P rB˚ which live above a point of UtzD for a small neighborhood Ut of t
in B.
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Consider now the imaginary parts. By the description of the monodromy action,
we see that the imaginary part ImpΩt˜q is actually invariant under the monodromy.
This implies that ImpΩt˜q descends to a map from B
˚ to the space of positive definite
symmetric g ˆ g matrices. For a point t P B, we denote this matrix by ImpΩqt.
From the distance estimation above, we get the following.
Theorem 8.4. For any point t P B, there exists a neighborhood Ut of t in B, such that
dist
´
ImpΩsq, ImpΛtq `
ÿ
ePEt
ℓepsqĂMe¯ ď C ÿ
ePEt
ℓepsq
β expp´2πℓepsqq
for all points s P UtzD with ℓepsq :“ ´ log |zepsq| for all e P Et.
Note that the limit period matrix Λ0 is defined only up to a sum of the form
ř
ePE λe
ĂMe
because the parameters ze are defined only up to multiplication by non-zero complex
numbers.
8.2. The limit Λ0. Notations as in the previous section, let p : S Ñ B be the fam-
ily of Riemann surfaces over the polydisk B. Let p˚D be the simple normal cross-
ing divisor in S defined by the pullback of divisors p´1pDeq for e P E. Consider
the sheaf ωS{B
`
logpp˚Dq
˘
of holomorphic forms with logarithmic singularities along
the divisor p˚D. Our forms ω1, . . . , ωg form a basis of the space of global sections
H0
´
B, p˚ωS{B
`
logpp˚Dq
˘¯
.
Let a1, . . . , ag, b1, . . . , bg be an admissible symplectic basis of H1pS5,Zq. For each
gr´1 ` 1 ď i ď gr, we have ż
aj
ωi “ δi,j
which implies that the restriction of ωgr´1`1,0 , . . . , ωgr,0 to Cvr form a basis of the space
of holomorphic differentials on Cvr . Moreover, integration
ş
bi
ωj,t gives a holomorphic
function on B.
For each r “ 0, 1, . . . , n, let Ir “ tgr´1 ` 1, . . . , gru. For a g ˆ g matrix P , denote by
P rIr, Ir1s the matrix with rows in Ir and columns in Ir1 .
Theorem 8.5. The limit period matrix Λ0 verifies the following properties. Let 1 ď
r, r1 ď n. Then the gpvrqˆgpvrq matrix Λ0rIr, Irs coincide with the period matrix Ωvr of
the component Cvr with respect to the symplectic basis a1`gr´1, . . . , agr , b1`gr´1 , . . . , bgr
and holomorphic forms ω
1`gr´1,0
, . . . , ω
gr,0
restricted to the component Cvr . All the ma-
trices Λ0rIr, Ir1s for non-zero values of r
1 ‰ r are vanishing.
It follows that the matrix Λ0 has the following form for a hˆ h matrix ΩG
(8.11) Λ0 “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
ΩG ˚ ˚ ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
˚ Ωv1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
˚ 0 Ωv2 0
. . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
˚ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ωvn´1 0
˚ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 Ωvn
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
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9. Generic continuity
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.5 through the open subset B˚ Ă B
hyb
.
We prove the following result.
Theorem 9.1. The family of canonically measured hybrid spaces pCt, µ
can
t qtPBhyb over
the hybrid space B
hyb
is continuous through the open subset B˚ Ă B
hyb
.
Let S0 be a stable Riemann surface with dual graph G “ pV,E, gq, and denote by
S{B the analytic versal deformation space and the versal family of Riemann surfaces
over it. We fix a base point 5 P B˚.
Definition 9.2. Given an admissible basis for H1pS5,Zq, spread out through all rB˚, let
µt be the canonical measure on the smooth Riemann surface St for each point t P B
˚
given by
µt :“
i
2
gÿ
i,j“1
ImpΩtq
´1pi, jqωi ^ ω¯j.
For each t P B˚, we can write µt “
ř
i,j µi,j,t, where the complex valued measures µi,j,t,
1 ď i, j ď g on St are given by
µi,j,t :“
i
2
ImpΩtq
´1pi, jqωi ^ ω¯j.
Consider now the family of canonically measured hybrid curves pC
hyb
t , µtq over B
hyb
with µt “ µ
can
t .
‚ over t P B˚, the measure µt is the canonical measure µ
can
t on the Riemann surface
St.
‚ over t P B
hyb
zB˚, we have µt “ µ
can
t
is the canonical measure of C
hyb
t .
The proof of Theorem 9.1 is based on understanding the limits of complex-valued
measures µi,j,t when t approaches a limit point of the form t “ p0, xq in B
hyb
through
the open part B˚. There will be three regimes, each treated in a separate section below.
The proof of Theorem 9.1 is based on understanding the limits of the complex-valued
measures µi,j,t when t approaches a limit point of the form p0, xq in B
hyb
through the
open part B˚. There will be three regimes, each treated in a separate section below.
(1) For i, j ě h. In this case, we will show that µi,j,t converge
- either to a measure of the same form on the component Cvk of S0 if i, j
belong to the same block Ik for k P rns,
- or to zero if i, j do not belong to the same block Ik.
(2) If i, j P rhs. Then we show the measures µi,j,t approach a piece of the canonical
measure on the underlying layered metric graph of the hybrid curve C
hyb
p0,xq.
(3) If i ď h and j ą h, we show that the measures µi,j,t converge to zero.
In the following, we fix an ordered partition π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq on the edge set E, and
take a point t “ p0, xq P D˝π ˆ σ
˝
π. We also fix an admissible basis for H1pS5,Zq with
respect to the layering π.
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9.1. Inverse lemma. The proof of continuity in the above regimes requires to handle
the inverse of block matrices with prescribed asymptotic on the blocks. The key property
we use is the inverse lemma stated in this section. Its proof is given in Section 9.7
Lemma 9.3. Assume that X is a topological space, t P X a fixed point and y1, . . . , yr
are complex-valued functions on Xzttu such that
(9.1) lim
tÑt
yk`1ptq
ykptq
“ 0, i “ 1, . . . , r ´ 1.
Let M : Xzttu Ñ Cnˆn be a matrix-valued function with the block decomposition (here,
n “
řr
k“1 nk),
Mptq “
´
Aklptq
¯
1ďk,lďr
,
where Akl : Xzttu Ñ C
nkˆnl are asympotically given by
Aklptq “ ymaxtk,luptq
`
Aˆkl ` op1q
˘
for matrices Aˆkl P R
nkˆnl as t goes to t in X. Suppose further that all matrices Aˆkk,
k “ 1, ...r are invertible. Then, as t goes to t in X,
Mptq´1 “
´
ymintk,luptq
´1
`
Bkl ` op1q
˘¯
1ďk,lďr
for some matrices Bkl P C
nkˆnl, and
Bkk “ Aˆ
´1
kk , k “ 1, . . . r.
9.2. The inverse of the period matrix. In this section we apply the inverse lemma to
ImpΩtq, the imaginary part of the period matrix, and describe the asmyptotic behavior
of ImpΩtq
´1 as t P B˚ converges to t.
In order to apply Lemma 9.3, we first need a detailed description of the asymptotics
of ImpΩtq. We derive those from the results of Section 8 based on the nilpotent orbit
theorem. More precisely, recall from Theorem 8.4 that
(9.2) dist
´
ImpΩtq, ImpΛ0q `
ÿ
ePE
ℓeptqĂMe¯ ď C ÿ
ePE
ℓeptq
β expp´2πℓeptqq
for all t P B˚ provided that Impζeptqq ě T0 for all e P E. Choosing an admissible basis
for H1pS5,Zq (see Section 7.4.2 for details), ImpΩtq has the following form (see (8.11))
ImpΩtq “
ˆ
Π11 Π12
Π21 Π22
˙
“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
ImpΩGq `Mℓ ˚ ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
˚ ImpΩv1q 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
˚ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ImpΩvn´1q 0
˚ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ImpΩvnq
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚` op1q
as t P B˚ converges to the origin 0 P B in the standard topology of B.
Next, we rewrite ImpΩtq as a square block matrix with r`1 blocks in each row/column
(here, r is the depth of the ordered partition π “ pπiq
r
i“1). Recalling the index decom-
position rhs “ Jπ1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ J
π
r from (7.6), define
Jπr`1 :“ th` 1, . . . , gu
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such that altogether, we have
(9.3) rgs “ Jπ1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ J
π
r`1.
For a matrix N P Cgˆg, we denote its pk, lq-th block by Nkl :“ ImpΩtq|JpikˆJ
pi
l
, where
1 ď j, k ď r` 1. In order to avoid confusion, we stress that the notation Npi, jq is used
for the pi, jq-th matrix entry.
Denoting further the pk, lq-th block of ImpΩtq by
Akl :“ ImpΩtqkl “ ImpΩtq|Jpi
k
ˆJpi
l
, 1 ď j, k ď r ` 1,
we get the block decomposition
ImpΩtq “
´
Akl
¯
1ďk,lďr`1
“
˜´
Akl
¯
1ďk,lďr
Π12
Π21 Π22
¸
.
To describe the asymptotic behavior of the blocks Akl, we need the following functions
y1, . . . yr`1 on B
˚: for k “ 1, . . . , r, define yk : B
˚ Ñ p0,8q by
ykptq :“ ´
ÿ
ePπk
log |zeptq|, t P B
˚
and moreover, set yr`1ptq ” 1 on B
˚. Taking into account the topology on B
hyb
, it is
clear that
lim
tÑt
tPB˚
yk`1ptq
ykptq
“ 0
for all k “ 1, . . . , r. In terms of these functions, we obtain the following asymptotic
behavior when t P B˚ goes to t in B
hyb
:
‚ Assume first that 1 ď k ď l ď r. Then
Akl “ Alk “ pΛ0qkl `
ÿ
ePE
ℓeptqpMeqkl ` op1q “
´ ÿ
ePElpi
ℓeptqpMeqkl ` op1q
¯
“ ylptq
´ ÿ
ePπl
ℓeptq
ylptq
pMeqkl ` op1q
¯
“ ylptq
´ ÿ
ePπl
xepMeqkl ` op1q
¯
,
where we have used that pMeqkl “ 0 for all edges e P π1 \ . . . πl´1. The latter
holds true since our fixed basis for H1pS5,Zq is admissible (see Section 7.4.2).
‚ On the other hand, if k “ r ` 1 or l “ r ` 1, then it follows from (9.2) that
Akl “ pΛ0qkl ` op1q.
The results of the previous section now allow to describe ImpΩtq
´1. Denote by
(9.4) Mkπ,x :“
ÿ
ePπj
xeMe P R
hpi
k
ˆhpi
k
the matrix (5.5) on the k-th graded minor grkπpGq of G, equipped with the edge lengths
of x and with respect to the basis of H1pgr
k
πpGq,Zq given by K kpbiq, i P J
k
π (see Section
7.4.2 for details).
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Theorem 9.4. Let ImpΩtq P R
gˆg, t P B˚ be the imaginary part for the period matrix.
Consider the block matrix decomposition (with respect to (9.3)) of its inverse ImpΩtq
´1.
If t P B˚ converges to t “ p0, xq in B
hyb
, then
(9.5) ImpΩtq
´1 “
´
ymintk,luptq
´1pBkl ` op1qq
¯
1ďk,lďr`1
for matrices Ckl P R
hpi
k
ˆhpi
l (where hπr`1 :“ g ´ h). Moreover
Br`1,r`1 “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
ImpΩv1q
´1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 ImpΩv2q
´1 0
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ImpΩvn´1q
´1 0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ImpΩvnq
´1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚.
and
Bkk “ pM
π
k,xq
´1, k “ 1, . . . , r.
where Mπk,x P R
hpi
k
ˆhpi
k is defined in (9.4).
Proof. Taking into account the preceding discussion, the claim is an immediate conse-
quence of Lemma 9.3. Indeed, the structure of Br`1,r`1 follows from (8.11) and it only
remains to notice that
ř
ePπk
xepMeqkk “M
π
k,x for each k “ 1, . . . , r. 
9.3. Continuity I. For each k “ 1, . . . , n, let Ik be the set tgk´1`1, . . . , gku. We prove
the following result.
Theorem 9.5. Assume that t converges to t “ p0, xq through B˚. Then the following
holds true for each pair of indices pi, jq with h` 1 ď i, j ď g:
‚ if i, j P Ik for some 1 ď k ď n, then µi,j,t converges to the measure
µi,j,t :“
i
2
ImpΩvkq
´1pi, jqωi ^ ω¯j
on C
hyb
t
, supported on Cvk Ă C
hyb
t
. Here Ωvk denotes the period matrix of the
component Cvk Ď S0 in the symplectic basis tai, bjui,jPIk .
‚ if i P Ik and j P Ik1 for two distinct integers 1 ď k, k
1 ď n, then µi,j,t converges
to the measure zero on Ct.
Proof. The relative holomorphic forms ωi, ωj on S
˚ extend holomorphically to B. In
particular, the complex valued measure ωi ^ ω¯j extends continuously over all points of
B. It follows that when t approaches the point t “ p0, xq through B˚, the family of
measured spaces pSt, ωi,t ^ ω¯j,tq converges to pC
hyb
t
, ωi ^ ω¯jq (which is a measure with
support in the component Cvk).
Hence it will be enough to prove that
(9.6) lim
tÑt
tPB˚
ImpΩtq
´1pi, jq “ ImpΩvkq
´1pi, jq,
if i and j belong to the same interval Ik and otherwise, the limit in (9.6) is zero. However,
this follows immediately from Theorem 9.4. 
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9.4. Continuity II. Consider now a pair of indices 1 ď i, j ď h. Remember that
we have fixed an admissible basis for the hybrid curve C
hyb
t
, whose underlying ordered
partition is π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq. In particular, we have a decomposition of rhs into intervals
J1π, . . . J
r
π of size h
1
π, . . . , h
r
π, respectively (see (7.6) and (9.3)). Here h
k
π is the genus of
the graded minor grkπpGq. As in the previous section, for k “ 1, . . . r, we define
Mkπ,x :“
´ ÿ
ePπk
xeMe
¯
P Rh
k
piˆh
k
pi
in the graph grkπpGq, written in matricial form for the basis K kpbnq, n P J
k
π (see (9.4)
for details).
Theorem 9.6. Assume that t converges to t “ p0, xq through B˚. Then the following
holds true for each for each pair of integers 1 ď i, j ď h.
‚ If i, j belong to the same interval Jπk Ă rh0s, then µi,j,t converges to a measure
µi,j,t on C
hyb
t
with support contained in the intervals of C
hyb
t
. More precisely,
µi,j,t :“
ÿ
ePπk
pMkπ,xq
´1pi, jqγipeqγjpeqdθe
where γi “ K kpbiq and γj “ K kpbjq are the two cycles in H1pgr
k
πpGq,Zq cor-
responding to the two elements bi, bj P B » H1pG,Zq for the admissible basis
a‚, b‚, K k is the projection map G
k
π Ñ gr
k
πpGq, and dθe is the uniform Lebesgue
measure on the interval Ie Ď C
hyb
t
representing the edge e.
‚ If i, j belong to distinct intervals, then µi,j,t converges to the measure zero on Ct.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
9.4.1. The behavior near singular points. Fix a small neighborhood U0 of the origin
0 P B. Let e “ uv be an edge of the graph G, and consider the singular point pe of the
fiber S0 “ S0. We find a small neighborhood Ue of the point p
e in S lying above U0, and
put coordinates z “
´
pziqi‰e, z
e
u, z
e
v
¯
on Ue with the equation z
e
uz
e
v “ ze (see also (4.8)).
Since ωi and ωj are global sections over S of the dualizing sheaf ωS{B, locally in a
small neighborhood Ue as above, we can write
(9.7) ωi “
1
2πi
fipzq
dzeu
zeu
, ωj “
1
2πi
fjpzq
dzeu
zeu
for holomorphic functions fi and fj over Ue.
For the vanishing cycle ae, we have
ş
ae
ωi “ γipeq and
ş
ae
ωj “ γjpeq. It follows by the
residue formula that fipzq “ γipeq provided that z
e
u “ 0, and fipzq “ ´γipeq provided
that zev “ 0. The same holds true for fj.
Now, we write zeu “ expp2πiζ
e
uq, and pass to the polar coordinates ℓ
e
u “ ´ log |z
e
u| and
τ eu “ Repζ
e
uq on Uez p
´1pDeq. In these coordinates, we can write
dzeu
zeu
“ 2πdℓeu ` p2πiqdτ
e
u .
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It follows that on Uez p
´1pDeq,
ωi ^ ω¯j “ fipzqf¯jpzq
2p2πiq2π
p2πiq2
dτ eu ^ dℓ
e
u “ ´2ifipzqf¯jpzqdτ
e
u ^ dℓ
e
u.
Let now t P B˚ be a base point close to t in B
hyb
. Restricting the measure µi,j,t to
Ue X St, we get the expression
µi,j,t “ ImpΩtq
´1pi, jqfipzqf¯jpzqdτ
e
u ^ dℓ
e
u on Ue X St.
Assume now that i and j belong to the intervals Jπk and J
π
l with 1 ď k ď l ď r (see
(9.3)). Then Theorem 9.4 implies that
µi,j,t “
fipzqf¯jpzq
ykptq
´
pBklqpi, jq ` op1q
¯
dτ eu ^ dℓ
e
u on Ue X St,
and the op1q-term goes to zero uniformly on Ue X St as t P B
˚ goes to t in B
hyb
.
Finally, suppose that the edge e belongs to the m-th set πm of the ordered partition
π. Normalizing the coordinates by the respective lengths, we get
µi,j,t “
ymptq
ykptq
fipzqf¯jpzq
´
pBklqpi, jq ` op1q
¯
dτ eu ^ dΘe
in Ue XSt, where Θ
u
e :“ ℓ
e
u{ymptq. Moreover, fi is holomorphic on Ue with fipzq “ γipeq
for zeu “ 0, and hence
fipzq “ γipeq `Op|z
u
e |q in Ue
and the same holds true for fj. Altogether, we have shown that
(9.8) µi,j,t “ ctpzqdτ
e
u ^ dΘe in St X U
u
e ,
where the function ct : St X Ue Ñ C has the form
(9.9) ctpsq “
ymptq
ykptq
´
γipeqγjpeq `Op|z
u
e psq|q
¯´
pBklqpi, jq ` op1q
¯
,
as t P B˚ goes to t with uniform estimates for the error terms. More precisely, we mean
that the op1q term goes to zero uniformly on Ue X St for tÑ t and the constant in the
Op|zue psq|q term can be chosen independent of t.
9.4.2. Proof of Theorem 9.6. Let F be a continuous function on S
hyb
. We are concerned
with the limit behavior of
(9.10)
ż
St
F ppq dµi,j,tppq
as t P B˚ converges to t “ p0, xq in B
hyb
. Using the same notation as in the previous
section, we consider small neighborhoods Ue around the singular points of S and choose
coordinates as above.
Outside the open neighborhoods Ue, the measures µi,j,t extend continuously by zero.
Indeed, the measure ωi^ω¯j extend continuously outside these open sets, and ImpΩq
´1pi, jq
converges to zero by Theorem 9.4. In particular,
(9.11) lim
tÑt
tPB˚
ż
Stzp
Ť
e UeXStq
F ppq dµi,j,tppq “ 0.
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Hence it suffices to analyze the behavior on each of the sets Ue separately. Suppose
as before that i and j belong to the intervals Jπk and J
π
l with 1 ď k ď l ď r. Assume
further that the edge e belongs to m-th set πm of the ordered partition π.
If then m ă k, then as before, then γepiq “ γepjq “ 0 since our fixed basis of H1pS5,Zq
is admissible (see Section 7.4). In particular, (9.7) implies that ωi and ωj are holomorphic
on Ue. Using the same argument as in (9.11), we see that
lim
tÑt
tPB˚
ż
StXUe
F ppq dµi,j,tppq “ 0
for such edges e P E. Hence, in the following we may suppose that m ě k.
For the sake of concreteness, suppose that the coordinates zeu and z
e
v on Ue have the
range 0 ď |zeu|, |z
e
v | ď ε. We decompose Uez p
´1pDeq “ U
1
e \ U
2
e , where
U2e “
!
p P Uez p
´1pDeq; |z
e
uppq| ě
1
| log |zeppq||
and |zevppq| ě
1
| log |zeppq||
)
,
U1e “
!
p P Uez p
´1pDeq; |z
e
uppq| ă
1
| log |zeppq||
or |zevppq| ą
1
| log |zeppq||
)
.
Taking into account that zeuz
e
v “ ze, we readily compute that for p P U
1
e , the coordinate
Θeppq lies precisely in the interval” logpεq
logp|ze|q
,´
log | log |ze||
log |ze|
ı
Y
” logp|ze log |ze||q
logp|ze|q
,
logp|ze|{εq
logp|ze|q
ı
.
As ze goes to zero, the above intervals shrink to the set t0u Y t1u. Taking into account
the boundedness of F and the coefficient ct (see (9.8) and (9.9), here it is crucial that
m ě k), this implies
lim
tÑt
tPB˚
ż
StXU1e
F ppq dµi,j,tppq “ 0.
Hence it remains to understand the behavior on the sets U2e . Taking into account the
topology on S
hyb
,
(9.12) lim
tÑt
tPB˚
ż
U2eXSt
F psqdτ eu ^ dΘ
u
e psq “
ż
Ie
F pλqdθeupλq
where Ie is the interval of length xe representing the edge e P E in the metrized complex
C
hyb
t
and θe denotes the uniform Lebesgue measure on Ie. Indeed, we can explicitly
write ż
U2eXSt
F psqdτ eu ^ dΘ
u
e psq “
ż f2p|te|q
f1p|te|q
ż 1
0
F ppxiqi‰e,Θe, τ
e
uq dΘedτ
e
u
where f1prq :“ ´
log | log r|
log r
and f2prq :“
logp|r logprq|q
logprq . Then (9.12) follows from the defini-
tion of the topology on S
hyb
(notice that this argument fails for U1e instead of U
2
e and
hence the above decomposition was necessary).
Finally, in view of (9.8), it remains to describe the behavior of the function ctpsq. If
k “ l “ m, then it follows from (9.9) and the inequality |zue | ď 1{| logp|ze|q| on U
2
e that
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(see also Theorem 9.4)
lim
tÑt
tPB˚
sup
sPU2eXSt
}ctpsq ´ γipeqγjpeqpM
k
π,xq
´1pi, jq} “ 0.
This in turn implies that
lim
tÑt
tPB˚
ż
U2eXSt
F psqdµi,j,tpsq “ γipeqγjpeqpM
k
π,xq
´1pi, jq
ż
Ie
F pλqdθepλq.
On the other hand, if m ą k, then ymptq{ykptq goes to zero as t P B
˚ goes to t in B
hyb
.
This means that
lim
tÑt
tPB˚
sup
sPU2eXSt
}ctpsq} “ 0
and in particular
lim
tÑt
tPB˚
ż
U2eXSt
F psqdµi,j,tpsq “ 0.
Finally, combining all the above considerations, we can compute the limit in (9.10) and
arrive at Theorem 9.6.
9.5. Continuity III. Consider now a pair of indices i, j with 1 ď i ď h and j ą h.
Theorem 9.7. The measure µi,j,t converges to the measure zero on C
hyb
t
, as t P B˚
converges to t “ p0, xq in B
hyb
.
The proof proceeds in the exact same way as in the previous section.
Taking open sets Ue around singular points p
e, one sees that outside the union of the
Ue’s the measure ωi ^ ω¯j extends continuously while ImpΩtq
´1pi, jq converges to zero
(see Theorem 9.4).
Again, this remains true for the subsets Ue of edges e P E which are in a set πm of
the partition π with m ă k (here, we suppose that i P Jπk ).
On the other hand, using the same arguments and notations as in the previous section,
on each of the open sets Ue,
µi,j,t “
f¯jpzqgpzq
ykptq
dτ eu ^ dℓ
e
u on Ue X St,
where g : Ue Ñ C is a bounded function. To conclude, we observe that fjpzq “ 0 for
zeu “ 0, since ωj does not have logarithmic poles at p
e. Proceeding as in the proof of
Theorem 9.6, we arrive at Theorem 9.7.
9.6. Proof of Theorem 9.1. Recall the decomposition of the canonical measures µt “
µcant for points t P B
˚ given by
µt “
gÿ
i,j“1
µi,j,t.
The proof consists in understanding the limits of the complex-valued measures µi,j,t
when t approaches a limit point of the form t “ p0, xq in B
hyb
through the open part
B˚. This is the content of the three preceding subsections, each treating one of the three
regimes described in the paragraph right after Definition 9.2, and the theorem follows.
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9.7. Proof of the inverse lemma. In this section, we prove the inverse Lemma 9.3.
Proof of Lemma 9.3. We prove this by induction on the number of blocks in each row/column,
which we denote by r. If r “ 1, then Mptq “ A11ptq and the claim is trivial. So suppose
that Mptq has r blocks and we have already proven the claim for the case of r´1 blocks.
Then we can write
Mptq “
ˆ
Π11ptq Π12ptq
Π21ptq Π22ptq
˙
,
where Π11ptq “ A11ptq, Π22ptq “ pAklptqqk,lě2 and
Π21 “
¨˚
˝A21...
Ar1
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˝y2pAˆ21 ` op1qq...
yrpAˆr1 ` op1qq
‹˛‚, Π12 “
¨˝
A12
. . .
A1r
‚˛T “
¨˝
y2pAˆ12 ` op1qq
. . .
yrpAˆ1r ` op1qq
‚˛T .
Moreover, introducing the Schur complement S : p0,8q Ñ Rn1ˆn1 by
Sptq :“ Π11ptq ´Π12ptqΠ22ptq
´1Π21ptq,
we can write the inverse of Mptq as
Mptq´1 “
ˆ
Ψ11ptq Ψ12ptq
Ψ21ptq Ψ22ptq
˙
“
˜
S´1 ´S´1Π12Π
´1
22
´Π´122 Π21S
´1
´
Π22 ´Π21Π
´1
11 Π12
¯´1¸ .
We proceed by determining the asymptotic behavior of Sptq´1. First of all, we can
use the induction hypothesis for Π22 and hence
Π´122 ptq “
ˆ
1
ymintk,luptq
pNkl ` op1qq
˙
2ďk,lďr
for some matrices Nkl P R
nkˆnl , k, l ě 2. Noting that limtÑt ykptq{ymintk,luptq exists for
all k, l ě 2, this implies that
L :“ lim
tÑt
Π´122 Π21 “ lim
tÑt
ÿ
jě2
ˆ
yjptq
yminti,juptq
pNij ` op1qqpAˆj1 ` op1qq
˙
iě2
P Rm
1ˆn1
exists, where m1 “
ř
iě2 ni. Moreover, (9.1) implies that Π12ptq “ y2ptqOp1q. Hence
Sptq´1 “
´
Π11ptq ´ y2ptqOp1q
¯´1
“
1
y1ptq
´
Aˆ11 ´
y2ptq
y1ptq
Op1q ` op1q
¯´1
“
1
y1ptq
´
Aˆ11 ` op1q
¯´1
“
1
y1ptq
pAˆ´111 ` op1qq.
This proves the claimed asymptotics for Ψ11. In addition, it is now clear that
Ψ21ptq “
1
y1ptq
pL` op1qqpAˆ´111 ` op1qq “
1
y1ptq
pLAˆ´111 ` op1qq.
The second off-diagonal matrix Ψ12ptq can be treated similarly. Turning finally to Π22´
Π21Π
´1
11 Π12, notice that it can be decomposed in blocks of size ni ˆ nj for 2 ď i, j ď r
and hence is a block matrix r ´ 1 blocks per row/column. Moreover,
Π21Π
´1
11 Π12 “
´
Ak1A
´1
11 A1l
¯
2ďk,lďr
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and it follows from (9.1) that for each index pair pk, lq with 2 ď k, l ď r,
lim
tÑ8
1
ymaxtk,luptq
Ak1ptqA11ptq
´1A1lptq “ lim
tÑ8
ykptqylptq
y1ptqymaxtk,luptq
pAˆk1Aˆ
´1
11 Aˆ1l ` op1qq “ 0
However, this means that the pk, lq-th block of Π22 ´Π21Π
´1
11 Π12 behaves as
pΠ22 ´Π21Π
´1
11 Π12qklptq “ ymaxtk,luptqpAˆkl ` op1qq.
Hence we can finish the proof by applying the induction hypothesis to Π22´Π21Π
´1
11 Π12.

10. Proof of the main theorem
In this section, we present the proof of our main theorem in the local case, i.e., in the
case of versal analytic family of Riemann surfaces. As we mentioned previously, this will
be enough to conclude with the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Let S0 be a stable curve of genus g with the stable dual graph G “ pV,E, gq and let
S Ñ B be the versal analytic family of stable curves over a polydisc B of dimension
N “ 3g ´ 3 with S0 “ S0, as in the previous sections.
Consider the hybrid space B
hyb
and the family of hybrid curves C
hyb
over B
hyb
. We
have to prove that the family of canonically measured hybrid spaces pC
hyb
t
, µtq
tPB
hyb over
B
hyb
is continuous.
By the definition of the hybrid space, a point t of B
hyb
consists of a pair pt, xq for
points t P B and x P σ˝π where π is an ordered partition of the subset Et Ď E. Here, as
before, Et is the set of all edges e in G such that t belongs to the divisor De Ď B.
We first remark that without loss of generality, we can reduce the proof of the con-
tinuity to the case where t “ 0 P B. In fact, for a general point t P B, there exists an
open neighborhood Bt Ă B of t such that pBt,S|Btq is isomorphic to the pair consisting
of the base of the versal deformation space of St and the corresponding versal family of
Riemann surfaces. Moreover, by the definition of hybrid spaces, it is easy to check that
for any point t “ pt, xq P B
hyb
with x P σ˝π for π an ordered partition of Et, the hybrid
space B
hyb
t is naturally an open neighborhood of t in B
hyb
. Therefore, in order to show
the continuity, by replacing S0 with St and B by Bt, if necessary, we can assume that
t “ 0 P B and that x P σ˝π for an ordered partition π of E. Let t0 “ p0, x0q be a fixed
point in B
hyb
. We prove the continuity of the measured family at t0.
In the previous section, we showed the generic continuity of the canonical measures
at t0 through the open part B
˚ of B
hyb
. In order to prove the continuity more generally,
it will be enough to proceed stratum by stratum and prove the continuity at t0 through
any stratum D
hyb
π1 of B
hyb
corresponding to an ordered partition π1 ĺ π of a subset
F Ď E. This means we need to show that the family of hybrid curves C
hyb
|
D
hyb
pi1
Ytt0u
is continuous at t0, with respect to the induced topology on D
hyb
π1 Y tt0u Ď B
hyb
. (The
generic continuity corresponds thus to the case where F “ H and π1 “ pHq.)
So for the remaining of this section, we fix a subset of edges F Ď E and an ordered
partition π1 of F with π1 ĺ π. We show how to reduce this to the continuity result proved
in the previous section and in the layered tropical curve case treated in Section 6.2.
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Recall that for an ordered partition ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρkq of a subset of edges Eρ “ ρ1 \
¨ ¨ ¨ \ ρk Ă E, the stratum D
hyb
ρ of B
hyb
is defined by
D
hyb
ρ “ D
˝
ρ ˆ σ
˝
ρ where D
˝
ρ “ D
˝
Eρ
and σ˝ρ “
kź
i“1
σ˝ρi .
Each point t P D
hyb
ρ can be written in the form t “ pt, yq with t P D
˝
ρ and y P σ
˝
ρ.
We denote the corresponding stable Riemann surface by St :“ St, the fiber of the versal
family S{B at point t P B.
The layered stable dual graph of St of a point t P D
hyb
ρ is the layered stable graph Gρ
with vertex set Vρ and edge set Eρ obtained from the stable dual graph G by contracting
all the edges of EzEρ and by the layering of edges given by ρ. For each vertex u P Vρ,
we denote by Ct,u the component of St which corresponds to u.
Consider now the point t0 “ p0, x0q P B
hyb
with t0 P D
hyb
π for an ordered partition
π “ pπ1, . . . , πrq of the edge set E. We consider an ordered partition π
1 “ pπ1, . . . , π1kq
coarser than π with Eπ1 “ F the set of edges of π
1. Let G1 “ pV 1, E1q “ Gπ1 be the
stable dual graph of any point in the stratum D
hyb
π1 , obtained by contracting all the edges
in EzF .
Since π1 ĺ π, there exists r0 ď r such that the initial interval π0 :“ pπ1, . . . , πr0q of π
form an ordered partition of F , and so Eπ0 “ F . Let Gπ0 be the layered stable graph
obtained by contracting all the edges of EzF and taking π0 as the layering.
We have a continuous forgetful map q : D
hyb
π1 \D
hyb
π Ñ M
trop
G1 , which sends any point
t “ pt, xq to the point qptq “ x|F wither in σπ1 or in σ
˝
π0
depending on whether t P D
hyb
π1
or t P D
hyb
π , respetively.
Moreover, for any such point t P D1
hyb
π \D
hyb
π and for any edge e P F , the restriction
of the canonical measure µcan
t
on the interval Ie|t of the hybrid curve C
hyb
t
coincides with
the restriction of the canonical measure µcan
qptq of the tropical curve C
trop
qptq to the interval
Ie|qptq “ Ie|t of C
trop
qptq . Indeed, the graded minors of the hybrid and tropical curves
coincide for those parts which concern the edges of F .
By Theorem 6.1, the universal family of tropical curves C
trop
G1 of combinatorial type
G1 form a continuous family over M
trop
G1 “ ΣG1. We thus infer that for any edge e P F ,
the family of measured intervals pIt,e, µ
can
t|
It,e
q “ q˚
´`
Iqptq,e, µ
can
qptq|
I
qptq,e
˘¯
over D1
hyb
π \
D
hyb
π forms a continuous family of measured spaces. This proves half of the continuity
statement.
To prove the second half, let K πąπ1 : Gπ Ñ Gπ1 be the contraction map, which
contracts all the edges not in F .
For each vertex v P Vπ1 , let Vπ,v be the set of all vertices of Gπ which are mapped to
v by K πąπ1 , and let Eπ,v Ď EzF be the set of all edges with both end-points in Vπ,v.
The graph Gπ,v “ pVπ,v, Eπ,vq is the induced subgraph GπrVπ,vs of Gπ on the vertices
Vπ,v and the partition π induces a partition πv of the set Eπ,v.
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For a vertex v P Vπ1 , consider the subcurve Sv Ď S0 “ St0 consisting of the union of
all the components Ct0,u “ Cu for vertices u P Vπ,v. The curve Sv comes with a marking
corresponding to all the points in corresponds with the edges e P F of the stable dual
graph Gπ which are incident to a vertex of Vπ,v, and the marked curve Sv is stable.
Consider the analytic versal deformation space of the stable marked curve Sv that we
denote by vB. Let vB
hyb
be the corresponding hybrid space and denote by vC
hyb
the
versal hybrid curve over vB
hyb
, endowed in each fiber with its canonical measure.
We have a natural projection map vp : B Ñ vB, which extends to a continuous map
vp : B
hyb
Ñ vB
hyb
. Under this last map, we have
vp
´1
`
vB
˚
˘
“ D
hyb
π1
In addition, the pull-back vp
˚
´
vC
hyb
¯
can be identified naturally as a measured sub-
space of the hybrid family C
hyb
. Moreover,
From the generic continuity theorem, that extends to marked setting with the same
proof, we get the generic continuity of the measured hybrid curves vC
hyb
equipped in
each fiber vC
hyb
t
with the canonical measure of the hybrid curve vC
hyb
t
.
This means for the point vt0 “ p0, vxq of vB
hyb
for vx P σ
˝
πv
given by x|Epi,v , the family
of canonically measured curves vC
hyb
|
vB
˚Ytvt0u
is continuous.
We infer that the family of measured spaces vp
˚
´
vC
hyb
¯
is continuous over the sub-
space D
hyb
π1 Y tt0u Ă B
hyb
. Since this holds for vertices of Vπ1 , we get the second half of
the continuity we were looking for, and the theorem follows.
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